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We study the long time behavior of small solutions to the nonlinear damped
wave equation =u{{+u{=(a(!) u!)!+N(u, u! , u{), ! # R, {0, where = is a
positive, not necessarily small parameter. We assume that the diffusion coefficient
a(!) converges to positive limits a\ as !  \, and that the nonlinearity
N(u, u! , u{) vanishes sufficiently fast as u  0. Introducing scaling variables and
using various energy estimates, we compute an asymptotic expansion of the solu-
tion u(!, {) in powers of {&12 as {  +, and we show that this expansion is
entirely determined, up to the second order, by a linear parabolic equation which
depends only on the limiting values a\ . In particular, this implies that the small
solutions of the damped wave equation behave for large { like those of the
parabolic equation obtained by setting ==0.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we study the long time behavior of small solutions to the
following damped hyperbolic equation
=u{{+u{=(a(!) u!)!+N(u, u! , u{), (1.1)
where ! # R, {0, u(!, {) # R, and = is a positive, not necessarily small
parameter. We assume that the diffusion coefficient a(!) is positive and
converges to positive limits a\ as !  \. In addition, we suppose that
the nonlinearity N satisfies N(0, 0, 0)=0, and we shall make below
specific hypotheses on N which ensure that u=0 is a stable equilibrium
point of Eq. (1.1).
Our main purpose is to describe precisely the long time behavior of small
solutions u(!, {) to Eq. (1.1) by computing an asymptotic expansion in
powers of {&12 as {  +. To keep this paper within a reasonable length,
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we shall limit ourselves here to a second order expansion, but our techni-
ques are general and can be applied to higher orders as well. We shall show
that, under appropriate hypotheses on the diffusion a and the nonlinearity
N, the asymptotic expansion of the solutions u(!, {) of Eq. (1.1) up to the
second order is entirely determined by a linear parabolic equation (Eq.
(1.13) below), which depends only on the limiting values a\ . In particular,
the parameter = enters in this expansion only through the coefficients :*,
;* (see Theorems 1.1 and 1.2). As a consequence, the solutions of the dam-
ped hyperbolic equation (1.1) behave for large { like those of the parabolic
equation obtained by setting ==0 in (1.1).
Equations of the form (1.1) often arise as mathematical models in biol-
ogy, especially in genetics and population dynamics [DO, Ha, Za]. In this
context, the spatial spread of individuals is usually modelled by Brownian
motion, so that the population densities are solutions of reaction-diffusion
systems [Mu]. If the motion takes place in an inhomogeneous medium,
the diffusion coefficients in these equations may depend on the space
variable ! [CK, Ok]. However, the models of spatial spread based on a
diffusion process are not realistic for short times, and several authors
proposed to improve them by replacing the usual random walk in Brow-
nian motion with a correlated random walk [Ta, Go, Kac]. In one space
dimension, this procedure leads to damped hyperbolic equations instead of
reaction-diffusion equations, and in the case of an inhomogeneous medium,
Eq. (1.1) is obtained, possibly with additional terms [Za, pp. 2126].
Evolution equations with a nonconstant diffusion term also arise very
naturally in the modelling of various physical phenomena in thin, non-
uniform structures. For example, in the theory of nonlinear transmission
lines, one encounters a damped SineGordon equation defined on a long
thin rod of cross section $a(!), where $<<1 [LFDFH, LDLH]. When
$  0, the Laplace operator (with Neumann conditions at the boundary of
the rod) converges to a(!)&1 !(a(!) !) [Ya], and the limiting one-dimen-
sional SineGordon equation takes the form of Eq. (1.1) [HR3, Ra].
In Eq. (1.1), the diffusion operator has been written as !(a(!) !) for con-
venience, but our results hold as well for the operators a(!) !! or
a(!)&1 !(a(!) !), since these different forms are obtained from each other
by a change of variables. For instance, if v( y, {) is a solution of =v{{+v{=
b( y)&1 (b( y) vy)y , then defining B( y)= y0 b(z) dz and u(!, {)=v(B
&1(!), {),
we see that u(!, {) satisfies =u{{+u{=(au!)! with a(!)=b2(B&1(!)). Other
forms like b(!)&1 !(a(!) !) or !(a(!) !)+c(!) ! (with c integrable) are
also equivalent.
That the solutions of Eq. (1.1) behave, for = small, like those of the
corresponding parabolic equation, is a well-known fact. In a series of
articles, Zla mal [Zl1][Zl3] compared the solutions of the telegrapher’s
equation =u{{+u{=u!! with those of the heat equation U{=U!! , under
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rather strong regularity assumptions on the initial data. In particular, if
u( } , 0)=U( } , 0), he showed that u( } , {)=U( } , {)+O(=) uniformly in {0.
Similar results were subsequently obtained by Fulks and Guenther [FG]
for more general initial data. Finally, on a bounded domain, the global
attractor of Eq. (1.1) can be compared, when = is sufficiently small, with the
attractor of the corresponding parabolic equation, see for instance Babin
and Vishik [BV], Mora and Sola -Morales [MSM], and Hale and Raugel
[HR1, HR2].
Although the smallness of = is essential to compare finite time trajectories
or special sets of solutions of both equations, our results indicate that this
assumption is no longer needed if we are interested only in qualitative
properties of the long time behavior of the solutions, like the shape of an
asymptotic expansion. Again such an idea is not completely new: some
results in this direction have already been obtained by Hsiao and Liu
[HL1, HL2] and Nishihara [Ni1, Ni2] in the context of hyperbolic con-
servation laws with damping. More precisely, in analyzing the long time
behavior of a damped hyperbolic system, these authors are led to show
that the solutions of a conservative quasilinear wave equation similar to
Eq. (1.1) converge as {  + to self-similar solutions of the corresponding
quasilinear heat equation, and they provide precise estimates of this con-
vergence in various function spaces. In their proof, however, the conserva-
tion laws of the system play quite an important role.
In [GR1], we studied the properties of uniformly translating front solu-
tions of Eq. (1.1) with a#1 and N(u, u! , u{)=u&u2, for any =>0. In par-
ticular, we proved various stability results which are similar to those of the
corresponding parabolic equation. In a forthcoming paper [GR2], we shall
describe more precisely the long time behavior of the perturbations around
these fronts, and show that their asymptotic expansion in powers of {&12
coincides to the leading order with the corresponding expansion in the
parabolic case. These perturbations turn out to satisfy a damped hyper-
bolic equation with variable coefficients of a slightly more general form
than Eq. (1.1), and this was one of our main motivations for considering
here the simpler problem (1.1).
To obtain an asymptotic expansion of the solution u(!, {) of Eq. (1.1) in
powers of {&12 as {  +, we use the scaling variables (or similarity
variables) defined by
x=
!
- {+{0
, t=log({+{0), (1.2)
where {0 is some positive time. These variables have been widely used to
study the long time behavior of solutions to parabolic equations, in par-
ticular to prove convergence to self-similar solutions. Various results of this
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kind have been obtained for the nonlinear heat equation u{=2u\|u| p&1 u
[GKS, Ka, BK2, EKM, GV] and for the convection-diffusion equation
u{=2u+a } {( |u|q&1 u), a # RN [EZ, Zu]. However, as far as we know,
the change of variables (1.2) has not been applied yet to hyperbolic equa-
tions, nor to parabolic equations with nonconstant coefficients. We also
mention here that slightly different similarity variables have found use in
the study of blow-up problems for parabolic equations (see [BK1, GK,
HV1, HV2, MZ], but these variables are not adapted to the study of blow-
up phenomena for damped hyperbolic equations.
In a recent paper, Wayne [Wa] used the scaling variables (1.2) to con-
struct finite-dimensional invariant manifolds for a nonlinear heat equation.
His construction gives a nice geometric insight of the long time behavior of
the solutions, and, like our method, allows to compute in a systematic way
an asymptotic expansion to arbitrary order in {&12. This method was sub-
sequently applied in [EWW] to prove the stability of time-independent
spatially periodic solutions of the SwiftHohenberg equation, following the
ideas of Schneider [Sch]. It is not clear, however, whether this construc-
tion can be extended to more general systems, in particular to equations
with nonconstant coefficients. For this reason, we shall use here a simpler,
more robust method based on energy estimates only.
Finally, we point out that using the scaling variables (1.2) is like a con-
tinuous time counterpart of the so-called ‘‘renormalization group’’ method,
which has been developed from a mathematical point of view by Bricmont
and Kupiainen (see [BKL]). In this method, the problem of computing
the long time asymptotics is reduced to analyzing the behavior of a
rescaled equation on a finite time interval, in the limit where the scaling
parameter L goes to infinity. For instance, in the case of Eq. (1.1) with
N=0, the rescaled equation is =L&2u{{+u{=(a(L!) u!)! , hence converges
as L  + to the parabolic limit u{=(a~ u!)! , where a~ is defined by
Eq. (1.3) below. This scaling argument, which can be made rigorous as in
[BKL], intuitively shows that, for any =>0, the long time behavior of the
solutions of Eq. (1.1) is governed by the linear parabolic equation
u{=(a~ u!)! .
We now give the precise assumptions on the diffusion a(!) and the non-
linearity N in Eq. (1.1). We suppose that a: R  R is a Lipschitz function
satisfying
a(!)a

>0 for all ! # R, and lim
!  \
a(!)=a\ , (H1)
where a+ , a& are positive constants. We set a(!)=a~ (!)+b(!), where
a~ (!)={a+ if !>0,a& if !<0, (1.3)
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and assume that
(1+|!| )+ b # L2(R) & L(R), (H2)
for some +>&12.
Regarding the nonlinearity N: R3  R, we suppose that N(0, 0, 0)=0
and that N(z1 , z2 , z3) can be written as a sum of n terms Ni (z1 , z2 , z3),
i=1, ..., n, each of which satisfies the following bound: There exist non-
negative constants CN , p1(i), p2(i), p3(i) such that
{p2(i)+ p3(i)1, p1(i)+2p2(i)+3p3(i)>3, and|Ni (z1 , z2 , z3)|CN |z1 | p1(i) |z2 | p2(i) |z3 | p3(i) for all z1 , z2 , z3 # R.
(N1)
For later use, we define
p(i)= 12 ( p1(i)+2p2(i)+3p3(i)&3)>0, p= min
1in
p(i),
(1.4)
&i = p1(i)+ p2(i)+ p3(i)&1>0.
As an example, the nonlinearity N(u, u! , u{)=|u| &1 u+|u| &2 u!+|u| &3 u{
satisfies the hypothesis (N1) above if &1>2, &2>1, &3>0.
To ensure local existence and uniqueness of the solutions, we also
assume that the following Lipschitz condition is satisfied: For all r0,
there exists L(r)0 such that
|N(z1 , z2 , z3)&N(z~ 1 , z~ 2 , z~ 3)|
L(r)( |z1&z~ 1 |(1+|z2 |+ |z~ 2 |+ |z3 |+ |z~ 3 | )+|z2&z~ 2 |+|z3&z~ 3 | ),
(N2)
for all z1 , z~ 1 , z2 , z~ 2 , z3 , z~ 3 # R such that |z1 |r, |z~ 1 |r. This assumption
implies that the mapping (u, v) [ N(u, u! , v) is locally Lipschitz from
H 1(R)_L2(R) to L2(R).
Finally, for part of our results, we restrict ourselves to nonlinearities of
the form
N(u, u! , u{)=N1(u)+N2*(u) u! , (N3)
where N1 # C
1(R) satisfies |N1(u)|CN |u|1+&1, |N$1(u)|CN |u| &1 for
some &1>2, and N2* is a Lipschitz function such that |N2*(u)|CN |u| &2
for some &2>1. In this case, we have p(1)=(&1&2)2, p(2)=(&2&1)2
and p=min( p(1), p(2))>0.
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We now transform Eq. (1.1) using the scaling variables (1.2). Let {01
be a fixed real number, and let x=!({+{0)&12, t=log({+{0). If u(!, {) is
a solution of (1.1), we define
v(x, t)=et2u(xet2, et&{0), w(x, t)=e3t2u{(xet2, et&{0), (1.5)
or equivalently
u(!, {)=
1
({+{0)12
v \ !- {+{0 , log({+{0)+ ,
u{(!, {)=
1
({+{0)32
w \ !- {+{0 , log({+{0)+ . (1.6)
Then the new functions v(x, t), w(x, t) satisfy the system
vt&
x
2
vx&
1
2
v=w,
(1.7)
=e&t \wt&x2 wx&
3
2
w++w=(a(xet2) vx)x+e&ptN(v, vx , w, t),
where x # R, tt0=log({0), and
N(v, vx , w, t)=e( p+32) tN(e&t2v, e&tvx , e&3t2w). (1.8)
The initial data for v, w at time t=t0 are related to those of u at time {=0
by
v(x, t0)=et0 2u(xet0 2, 0), w(x, t0)=e3t02u{(xet0 2, 0). (1.9)
We next introduce the function spaces in which we shall study the
solutions of Eq. (1.7). For k, l # N, we denote by H k, l the Hilbert space
H k(R, (1+x2) l dx) defined by the norm
&u&2Hk, l=|
R \ :
k
i=0
| ixu|
2+ (1+x2) l dx. (1.10)
In particular, we set X l=H 1, l, Y l=H 0, l. We define the product spaces
Zl=X l_Y l and Dl=H 2, l_H 1, l equipped with the standard norms
&(v, w)&Z l=(&v&2X l+&w&
2
Yl)
12, &(v, w)&Dl=(&v&2H 2, l+&w&
2
H 1, l)
12. (1.11)
Also, given =>0, we shall often endow the space Zl with the =-dependent
norm associated with the quadratic form
8l (=, v, w)=&v&2Xl+=&w&
2
Y l . (1.12)
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This =-dependent norm will be useful to state existence results and
estimates which are uniform in =, as =  0 (see Theorems 1.1 and 1.2
below). In particular, this will allow us to obtain, without any additional
work, analogous results for the corresponding parabolic equation
(Theorem 1.3).
Before stating our results, we explain their content in a heuristic way. We
first observe that Eq. (1.7) is a nonautonomous system, the coefficients of
which converge to limits as t  +. Therefore, we expect that the long
time behavior of the solutions (v, w) of Eq. (1.7) will be determined by the
limiting system, namely
vt=L v =
def
(a~ (x) vx)x+
x
2
vx+
1
2
v, w=(a~ (x) vx)x . (1.13)
Remark that Eq. (1.13) is a linear parabolic system with piecewise constant
coefficients depending only on the limits a\ of a(!). In Appendix A, we
study the spectral properties of the limiting operator L in the function
space Y l, l # N. We show that the spectrum of L consists of l simple
isolated eigenvalues *n=&n2, n # [0, ..., l&1], and of ‘‘continuous’’ spec-
trum filling the half-plane [z # C | Re z14&l2]. In particular, if l2,
the eigenfunctions corresponding to *0=0 and *1=&12 are given by
.0(x)=
1
- 4?
2
- a+ +- a&
exp \& x
2
4a~ (x)+ ,
(1.14)
.1(x)=
1
- 4?
- a+a&
- a+ +- a&
x
a~ (x)
exp \& x
2
4a~ (x)+ .
These functions are normalized so that  .0(x) dx= a~ (x)&1 x.1(x) dx=1.
According to these remarks, if (v, w) is any solution of Eq. (1.13) in Y2,
there exist :, ; # R such that
v(x, t)=:.0(x)+;e&t2.1(x)+O(e&3t4),
(1.15)
w(x, t)=:0(x)+;e&t21(x)+O(e&3t4),
as t  +, where
i (x)=(a~ (x) .$i (x))$=&
x
2
.$i (x)&
1+i
2
.i (x), i=0, 1. (1.16)
The question we address in this paper is whether the small solutions of the
full system (1.7) still have an asymptotic expansion of the form (1.15). The
results below show that the answer is positive provided the coefficients in
Eq. (1.7) converge sufficiently fast to their limits as t  +, i.e., provided
the exponents + in (H2) and p in (1.4) are sufficiently large. Our first result
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gives sufficient conditions for the existence of a first order asymptotic
expansion.
Theorem 1.1 (First Order Asymptotics). (i) Assume that the hypoth-
eses (H1), (H2), (N1), (N2) above are satisfied, and fix any =0>0. There
exist t00, $0>0, and C>0 such that, for all = # (0, =0], the following
holds. For all (v0 , w0) # Z1 such that 81(=e&t0, v0 , w0)$20 , where 81 is
defined in (1.12), Eq. (1.7) has a unique solution (v, w) # C([t0 , +), Z1)
satisfying (v(t0), w(t0))=(v0 , w0). In addition, there exists :* # R such that,
for all tt0 ,
&v(t)&:*.0&2X 1+=e
&t &w(t)&:*0&2Y 1+|
t
t0
e&2*(t&s) &w(s)&:*0 &2Y1 ds
C(1+t)2 e&2*t81(=e&t0, v0 , w0), (1.17)
where *=min(14, p, 14++2)>0.
(ii) If in addition the stronger assumption (N3) is satisfied, then we
also have
= &w(t)&:*0 &2L2C(1+t)
2 e&2*t &(v0 , w0)&2Z1 . (1.18)
Remarks. (1) In the proof of Theorem 1.1 (and Theorem 1.2 below),
it is convenient for technical reasons to take the parameter t0=log({0) suf-
ficiently large, but this choice is irrelevant since the results for the original
equation (1.1) are not affected.
(2) In the linear case N=0, one has :*=R v0(x) dx+
=e&t0 R w0(x) dx, see Eq. (3.5) below.
(3) In the second part of the theorem, we need the additional
assumption (N3) to bound the quantity &w(t)&:*0 &L2 because, in the
course of the proof, we want to estimate the time derivative of Eq. (2.15)
below. This is, however, not the only possibility. In the first remark after
Theorem 1.2, we shall see that the hypotheses (H1), (H2), (N1), (N2) with
+>12 and p>12 also imply an exponential decay for &w(t)&:*0&L2 ,
provided the initial data are sufficiently small in Z2. For instance, if +1
and p34, then (1.18) and (1.19) (in the nonlinear case) give the same
estimate &w(t)&:*0 &L2=O(te&t4) as t  +.
(4) In terms of the original variables, Theorem 1.1 shows that if the
initial data (u(0), u{(0)) # Z1 are sufficiently small, then Eq. (1.1) has a
(unique) global solution u # C([0, +), X1) & C1([0, +), Y1) which
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becomes asymptotically self-similar as {  +. In particular, (1.17)
implies
sup
! # R } u(!, {)&
:*
- {
.0 \ !- {+ }=O \
log({)
{*+12+ , {  +.
Moreover, if the additional assumption (N3) is satisfied, then by (1.18)
"u{( } , {)& :*{32 0 \
}
- {+"L2=O \
log({)
{*+54+ , {  +.
Our next result shows the existence of a second order asymptotic expan-
sion for the solutions of Eq. (1.7) in Z2, provided +>12 and p>12. For
simplicity, we shall state (and prove) it in the particular case where N=0
and a+=a&=1, but these additional assumptions are not essential (see
the remarks below).
Theorem 1.2 (Second Order Asymptotics). Assume that N=0, and
that the hypotheses (H1), (H2) are satisfied with a+=a&=1 and +>12.
Given any =0>0, there exist t00 and C>0 such that, for all = # (0, =0] and
all (v0 , w0) # Z2, the unique solution (v, w) # C([t0 , +), Z2) of Eq. (1.7)
with (v(t0), w(t0))=(v0 , w0) satisfies, for all tt0 ,
&v(t)&:*.0&e&t2;*.1&2X2+|
t
t0
e&2*$(t&s) &w(s)&:*0&e&s2;*1&2Y2 ds
+=e&t &w(t)&:*0 &2Y2C(1+t)
2 e&2*$t82(=e&t0, v0 , w0), (1.19)
where *$=min(34, 14++2) and :*, ;* are given by (3.21), (3.26) below.
Remarks. (1) More generally, if the hypotheses (H1), (H2), (N1),
(N2) are satisfied with +>12, p>12, one can show that if the initial data
(v0 , w0) are sufficiently small in Z2, there exist :*, ;* # R such that the
estimate (1.19) holds with *$=min(34, p, 14++2). The proof follows
essentially the same lines as in Section 3, but the computations are more
involved for two main reasons. First, due to the presence of the non-
linearity N, the a priori estimates of Subsection 3.2 are not available any
more. Next, if a+{a& , the second eigenfunction .1(x) is not smooth
enough at the origin, and we have to replace it in our asymptotic expan-
sions by some approximate eigenfunction .1*(x, t) (see the remark at the
end of Section 3).
(2) In analogy with (1.18), we expect that, under the hypotheses of
Theorem 1.2, the quantity &w(t)&:*0&e&t2;*1&Y 1 decays like
(1+t) e&*$t as t  +. However, arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1.1
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(Subsection 2.4), we could only obtain the decay rate (1+t) e&(*$&14) t if b
is not identically zero. Since this estimate is probably not optimal, the
corresponding calculations will not be presented here.
(3) In terms of the original variables, Theorem 1.2 implies that, for
any initial data (u(0), u{(0)) # Z2, the solution of Eq. (1.1) with N=0
satisfies
sup
! # R } u(!, {)&
:*
- {
.0 \ !- {+&
;*
{
.1 \ !- {+ }=O \
log({)
{*$+12+ , {  +.
Remark that the coefficients :*, ;* in (1.19) are independent of the choice
of t0 .
(4) Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 show that the (small) solutions of Eq. (1.7)
satisfy an asymptotic expansion of the form (1.15), which is entirely deter-
mined by the limiting system (1.13). A natural question is whether this
property still holds for higher orders. In particular, is it true that v(x, t)=
:.0(x)+;e&t2.1(x)+#e&t.2(x)+o(e&t), where .0 , .1 , .2 are the first
three eigenfunctions of the operator L ? The answer is negative if ={0, as
it can be seen from the simple example a#1, N=0. Indeed, in this case
a direct calculation shows that
v(t)=:*.0+e&t2;*.1+e&t#*.2&=e&t:*. (4)0 +O(e
&5t4), t  +,
for some #* # R (depending on v0 , w0 , and t0).
We conclude this section with a brief discussion of the parabolic case. If
==0, Eq. (1.1) reduces to
u{=(a(!) u!)!+N(u, u! , u{). (1.20)
As before, defining v(x, t), w(x, t) by (1.5), we obtain the scaled equation
vt=(a(xet2) vx)x+
x
2
vx+
1
2
v+e&ptN(v, vx , w, t). (1.21)
Since all the estimates in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 and in their proofs are
uniform in = for 0<==0 , we have the following result:
Theorem 1.3 (Parabolic Case). (i) Assume that the hypotheses (H1),
(H2), (N1), (N2) are satisfied. There exist t00, $0>0, and C>0 such
that, for all v0 # X1 with &v0&X 1$0 , Eq. (1.21) has a unique solution
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v # C([t0 , +), X1) satisfying v(t0)=v0 . In addition, there exists :* # R
such that, for all tt0 ,
&v(t)&:*.0&2X 1C(1+t)
2 e&2*t &v0&2X 1 , (1.22)
where *=min(14, p, 14++2).
(ii) Assume that N=0, and that the hypotheses (H1), (H2) are
satisfied with a+=a&=1 and +>12. Then there exist t00 and C>0
such that, for all v0 # X2, the unique solution v # C([t0 , +), X2) of Eq.
(1.21) with v(t0)=v0 satisfies, for all tt0 ,
&v(t)&:0*.0&e&t2;0*.1 &2X 2C(1+t)
2 e&2*$t &v0&2X2 , (1.23)
where *$=min(34, 14++2) and :0*, ;0* are given by (3.21), (3.26) with
==0.
The rest of this paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1 (Section 2)
and Theorem 1.2 (Section 3). The spectral properties of the operator L
defined in (1.13) are studied in Appendix A.
2. FIRST ORDER ASYMPTOTICS
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1, which describes the
first order asymptotics of the small solutions (v, w) to (1.7) as t  +.
First (Subsection 2.1), we prove a local existence result for the solutions of
(1.7) in the energy space Zl. Next (Subsection 2.2), we decompose these
solutions using the first spectral projection of the operator L defined in
(1.13). Then (Subsection 2.3) we control their behavior in the space Z 1
using various energy functionals. In particular, we show that small solu-
tions exist for all times and we obtain the decay estimate (1.17). Finally
(Subsection 2.4), we prove the bound (1.18) using refined energy estimates.
2.1. Local Existence of Solutions
Since the system (1.7) is obtained from the simpler equation (1.1) by the
change of variables (1.5), (1.6), it is natural to use this mapping to show
that the Cauchy problem for (1.7) is locally well-posed in the space
Zl=X l_Y l, see (1.11). Therefore, we start from the following local exist-
ence result in the original variables.
Lemma 2.1. Let =>0, l # N, $>0. There exists {^>0 such that, for all
initial data (u0 , u0{) # Zl with &(u0 , u0{)&Zl$, Eq. (1.1) has a unique (mild )
solution u # C([0, {^], X l) & C1([0, {^], Y l) satisfying (u(0), u{(0))=(u0 , u0{).
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The solution (u({), u{({)) depends continuously on the initial data in Zl,
uniformly in { # [0, {^]. In addition, if (u0 , u0{) # Dl, then u # C([0, {^], H 2, l) &
C1([0, {^], X l) & C2([0, {^], Y l) is a classical solution of Eq. (1.1) in Y l.
Remark. Following Pazy [Pa], we call a mild solution of a differential
equation a continuous solution of the corresponding integral equation. In
particular, every mild solution is a weak solution of the differential equa-
tion, in the sense of Ball [Ba].
Proof. Let q(!)=(1+!2) l2. Then u # C([0, {^], X l) & C1([0, {^], Y l) is a
solution of (1.1) if and only if the function s # C([0, {^], X0) &
C1([0, {^], Y0) defined by s(!, {)=q(!) u(!, {) is a solution of the equation
=s{{=(a(!) s!)!+M(s, s! , s{), (2.1)
where
M(s, s! , s{)=&s{&
2aq$
q
s!+\2aq$
2
q2
&
(aq$)$
q + s+qN \
s
q
,
s!
q
&
q$s
q2
,
s{
q + .
(2.2)
In addition, there exists C1 such that C&1 &(s, s{)&Z0&(u, u{)&Z l
C &(s, s{)&Z 0 . Therefore, to prove Lemma 2.1, it is sufficient to show that,
for all initial data (s0 , s0{) # Z 0 satisfying &(s0 , s0{)&Z0C$, Eq. (2.1) has a
unique solution s # C([0, {^], X0) & C1([0, {^], Y0), which depends con-
tinuously on (s0 , s0{), and that s is a classical solution of (2.1) whenever
(s0 , s0{) # D0=H 2(R)_H 1(R).
To prove this, we set S=(s, s{) and we rewrite (2.1) as a first order
system
d
d{
S({)=A=S({)+M=(S({)), (2.3)
where the linear operator A= and the nonlinearity M= are defined by
A= \ 0=&1!(a(!) !)
1
0+ , M=(S)=\
0
=&1M(s, s! , s{)+ .
The assumption (H1) on the function a(!) implies that &!(a(!) !) is a
nonnegative self-adjoint operator in L2(R) with domain H 2(R). Therefore,
A= : D0/Z0  Z0 is the generator of a strongly continuous group e{A= of
bounded linear operators in Z 0 [CH]. On the other hand, using (2.2) and
the assumption (N2) on the nonlinearity N, it is straightforward to verify
that the mapping M= : Z 0  Z 0 is locally Lipschitz, uniformly on any boun-
ded subset of Z 0. Therefore, by a classical result [Pa, Theorem 6.1.4],
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there exists a time {^>0 such that, for all S0 # Z0 satisfying &S0&Z 0C$,
the integral equation
S({)=e{A=S0+|
{
0
eA=({&_)M=(S(_)) d_, 0{{^,
has a unique solution S # C([0, {^], Z0), which is called the mild solution of
(2.3) with initial data S0 . This solution depends continuously on S0 ,
uniformly in { # [0, {^]. In addition, if S0 # D0, then [CH, Proposi-
tion 4.3.9] S # C([0, {^], D0) & C1([0, {^], Z0) is a classical solution of (2.3)
in Z0. This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.1. K
Now, let t2>t1t0 and let {i=eti&{0 , i=1, 2. We say that a function
(v, w) # C([t1 , t2], Zl) is a solution of the system (1.7) in Zl if there exists
a (mild) solution u # C([{1 , {2], X l) & C1([{1 , {2], Y l) of (1.1) such that
(1.5) holds for all t # [t1 , t2]. If in addition l1 and u # C([{1 , {2],
H 2, l) & C1([{1 , {2], X l) & C2([{1 , {2], Y l) is a classical solution of (1.1) in
Y l, then (v, w) # C([t1 , t2], Dl) & C1([t1 , t2], Zl&1) is a classical solution
of (1.7) in Zl&1. With these definitions, we have the following local exist-
ence result for the solutions of (1.7) in Zl:
Proposition 2.2. Let =>0, l # N, $1>0, t2>t0 . There exists T>0 such
that, for all t1 # [t0 , t2] and all (v1 , w1) # Zl with 8 l (=e&t1, v1 , w1)$21 , the
system (1.7) has a unique solution (v, w) # C([t1 , t1+T], Zl) satisfying
(v(t1), w(t1))=(v1 , w1). This solution depends continuously on the initial
data (v1 , w1) in Zl, uniformly in t # [t1 , t1+T]. In addition, if l1 and
(v1 , w1) # Dl, then (v, w) # C([t1 , t1+T], D l) & C1([t1 , t1+T], Zl&1) is a
classical solution of (1.7) in Zl&1.
Remark. In particular, Proposition 2.2 implies that if (v, w) #
C([t1 , t2), Zl) is a maximal solution of (1.7) in Zl, and if 8l (=e&t, v(t),
w(t))$21 for all t # [t1 , t2), then t2=+, i.e., the solution can be con-
tinued to the whole interval [t1 , +).
Proof. Given t1 # [t0 , t2] and (v1 , w1) # Zl satisfying 8l (=e&t1, v1 , w1)
$21 , we define
u1(!)=e&t1 2v1(!e&t1 2), u1{(!)=e&3t12w1(!e&t1 2), ! # R.
Then (u1 , u1{) # Zl, and there exists a constant C>0 (depending on =, l,
and t2) such that &(u1 , u1{)&Z lC$1 . Since Eq. (1.1) is autonomous, it
follows from Lemma 2.1 that there exists a time {^>0, depending on =, l,
C$1 but not on (u1 , u1{), such that (1.1) has a unique (mild) solution
u # C([et1, et1+{^], X l) & C1([et1, et1+{^], Y l) satisfying u(!, et1)=u1(!),
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u{(!, et1)=u1{(!). Now, we set T=log(1+{^e&t2), and for all t # [t1 , t1+T]/
[t1 , log(et1+{^)] we define
v(x, t)=et2u(xet2, et), w(x, t)=e3t2u{(xet2, et). (2.4)
By construction, (v, w) # C([t1 , t1+T], Zl) is a solution of (1.7) in Zl
satisfying (v(t1), w(t1))=(v1 , w1), and the uniqueness of this solution
follows from the uniqueness of u as a mild solution of (1.1). Moreover,
since u depends continuously on the initial data uniformly in time, so does
(v, w). Finally, if l1 and (v1 , w1) # Dl, then (u1 , u1{) # Dl, hence
u # C([et1, et1+{^], H 2, l) & C1([et1, et1+{^], X l) & C2([et1, et1+{^], Y l) is a
classical solution of (1.1). By (2.4), we have (v, w) # C([t1 , t1+T], Dl) &
C1([t1 , t1+T], Zl&1), and (v, w) is a classical solution of (1.7) in Z l&1. This
concludes the proof of Proposition 2.2. K
2.2. Spectral Decomposition
From now on, we fix =0>0 and we assume that, for some = # (0, =0],
some t00 and some T>0, we are given a solution (v, w) #
C([t0 , t0+T], Z1) of (1.7) satisfying
&v(t)&X 11, t # [t0 , t0+T]. (2.5)
We set (v0 , w0)=(v(t0), w(t0)). Our aim is to control the behavior of the
solution (v, w) on the time interval [t0 , t0+T] using energy functionals.
To do that, we first decompose the solution (v, w) using the spectral projec-
tions of the operator L introduced in (1.13). For t # [t0 , t0+T], we define
v(x, t)=:(t) .0(x)+ f (x, t), w(x, t)=:* (t) .0(x)+:(t) 0(x)+ g(x, t),
(2.6)
where .0 , 0 are given by (1.14), (1.16), and
:(t)=|
R
v(x, t) dx, :* (t)=
d
dt
:(t). (2.7)
The following properties of the function : will be useful:
Lemma 2.3. If (v, w) # C([t0 , t0+T], Z1) is a solution of (1.7), then
: # C2([t0 , t0+T]) and the following relations hold
:* (t)=|
R
w(x, t) dx,
d
dt
(=e&t:* (t)+:(t))=e&ptn(t), (2.8)
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where
n(t)=|
R
N(v(x, t), vx(x, t), w(x, t), t) dx. (2.9)
Proof. We first note that :(t)= u(!, et&{0) d!, where u(!, {) is
defined by (1.6) and {0=et0. Since u # C([0, {1], X 1) & C1([0, {1], Y1),
where {1={0(eT&1), it follows that : # C1([t0 , t0+T]) and :* (t)=
et  u{(!, et&{0) d!= w(x, t) dx. To prove that : # C2([t0 , t0+T]), we
first assume that (v0 , w0) # D1. Then u # C([0, {1], H 2, 1) & C1([0, {1], X1) &
C2([0, {1], Y1) is a classical solution of (1.1), hence : # C2([t0 , t0+T]) and
d
dt
(=e&t:* (t)+:(t))
=et |
R
(=u{{+u{)(!, et&{0) d!
=et |
R
N(u, u! , u{)(!, et&{0) d!
=e3t2 |
R
N(e&t2v(x, t), e&tvx(x, t), e&3t2w(x, t)) dx=e&ptn(t),
by (1.8), (2.9). Therefore, we have for any t # [t0 , t0+T]
=e&t:* (t)+:(t)==e&t0 :* (t0)+:(t0)+|
t
t0
e&psn(s) ds. (2.10)
Now, by Proposition 2.2, both sides of (2.10) are continuous functions of
the initial data (v0 , w0) in Z 1. Since (2.10) is satisfied for all (v0 , w0) in the
dense subset D1, the equality must hold for all (v0 , w0) # Z1. This shows
that =e&t:* +: # C1([t0 , t0+T]) and that (2.8) holds. This concludes the
proof of Lemma 2.3. K
Using Lemma 2.3 and the properties of .0 , 0 , it is straightforward to
verify that the function ( f, g) # C([t0 , t0+T], Z1) defined in (2.6) is a
solution of the system
ft&
x
2
fx&
1
2
f= g,
=e&t \ gt&x2 gx&
3
2
g++ g=(a(xet2) fx)x+:(t)(b(xet2) .$0)x
&=e&th(x, t)+e&ptr(x, t), (2.11)
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where b(!)=a(!)&a~ (!) and
h(x, t)=2:* (t) 0(x)+:(t) /0(x),
/0(x)=(a~ (x) $0(x))x=&
x
2
$0(x)&
3
2
0(x), (2.12)
r(x, t)=N(v(x, t), vx(x, t), w(x, t), t)&.0(x) n(t).
In addition, since  .0(x) dx=1 and  0(x) dx=0, it follows from (2.6),
(2.8) that  f (x, t) dx= g(x, t) dx=0 for all t # [t0 , t0+T ]. Therefore, we
can define the primitive functions
F(x, t)=|
x
&
f ( y, t) dy, G(x, t)=|
x
&
g( y, t) dy, t # [t0 , t0+T ].
(2.13)
By a classical inequality [HLP, Sect. 9.9], we have
&F&L22 &xf &L22 & f &Y 1 , &G&L22 &xg&L22 &g&Y 1 , (2.14)
hence (F, G) # C([t0 , t0+T ], D0), where D0=H 2(R)_H 1(R). Using a
density argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.3, one verifies that
(F, G) # C1([t0 , t0+T ], Z 0) is a classical solution in Z 0=H 1(R)_L2(R)
of the system
Ft&
x
2
Fx=G,
=e&t \Gt&x2 Gx&G++G=a(xet2) Fxx+:(t) b(xet2) .$0
&=e&tH(x, t)+e&ptR(x, t), (2.15)
where
H(x, t)=|
x
&
h( y, t) dy, R(x, t)=|
x
&
r( y, t) dy. (2.16)
For later use, we also note that if F (!, t)=F(!e&t2, t) and G (!, t)=
G(!e&t2, t), then (F , G ) # C([t0 , t0+T ], D0) & C1([t0 , t0+T ], Z 0) and
F t(!, t)=\Ft&x2 Fx+ (!e&t2, t), G t(!, t)=\Gt&
x
2
Gx+ (!e&t2, t).
(2.17)
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To bound the nonlinear terms in (2.11), (2.15), we introduce the addi-
tional notations
_(t)2=|
R
(1+x2)( f (x, t)2+ fx(x, t)2) dx,
%(t)2=:* (t)2+|
R
(1+x2) g(x, t)2 dx, (2.18)
\(t)2=:(t)2+_(t)2.
Then there exists C01 such that
C &10 &v(t)&X1\(t)C0 &v(t)&X 1 ,
(2.19)
C &10 &w(t)&Y1\(t)+%(t)C0(&v(t)&X 1+&w(t)&Y 1),
for all t # [t0 , t0+T ]. In addition, we have the following estimates:
Lemma 2.4. Assume that (v, w) # C([t0 , t0+T ], Z 1) satisfies the bound
(2.5). Then there exists C1>0 such that
&h(t)&Y1C1(\(t)+%(t)), &r(t)&Y1C1(\(t)+%(t)). (2.20)
Proof. Since 0 , /0 # Y1, the first inequality follows immediately from
(2.12), (2.18). To prove the second one, it is sufficient to show that
&N(v, vx , w, t)&Y1C(\+%) for some C>0, since .0 # Y 1 and |n(t)|
&N(v, vx , w, t)&L1C &N(v, vx , w, t)&Y 1 . Using (1.4), (1.8), and the assump-
tion (N1) on the nonlinearity, we have for i=1, ..., n
(1+x2) N i (v, vx , w, t)2
#(1+x2) e(2p+3) t(Ni (e&t2v, e&tvx , e&3t2w))2
C 2Ne
2( p& p(i)) t(1+x2) |v|2p1(i) |vx |2p2(i) |w| 2p3(i)
C 2N |v|
2&i ((1+x2) v2)1& p2(i)& p3(i) ((1+x2) v2x)
p2(i) ((1+x2) w2) p3(i).
Integrating both sides over x # R and using Ho lder’s inequality, we obtain
&Ni (v, vx , w, t)&Y 1CN &v&
&i
L &v&
1& p2(i)& p3(i)
Y1 &vx&
p2(i)
Y 1 &w&
p3(i)
Y1
CN &v&
1& p3(i)
X1 &w&
p3(i)
Y1 CN(&v&X1+&w&Y1),
since &v&L&v&X 11. Summing over i and using (2.19), the result
follows. K
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2.3. Energy Estimates
As before, let (v, w) # C([t0 , t0+T ], Z 1) be a solution of (1.7) satisfying
the bound (2.5). To control the time behavior of the functions f, g defined
in (2.6), we introduce three sets of energy functionals. We first define
E0(t)=
1
2 |R \F 2x+=e&t
G2
a(xet2)+ dx,
E1(t)=|
R
1
a(xet2) \
1
2
F 2+=e&tFG+ dx,
E2(t)=E0(t)+E1(t),
where F, G are given by (2.13).
Lemma 2.5. Assume that (v, w) # C([t0 , t0+T ], Z 1) is a solution of
(1.7) satisfying the bound (2.5). Then E2 # C1([t0 , t0+T ]) and there exists
a constant C2(=0)>0 such that, for all t # [t0 , t0+T ],
E4 2(t)&12 E2(t)&
1
2 |
R
f 2 dx+C2e&*t(\+%)(_+%), (2.21)
where \, _, % are defined in (2.18) and *=min(14, p, 14++2).
Proof. We first note that
E0(t)=
1
2 |R Fx(x, t)
2 dx+
=
2
e&3t2 |
R
G (!, t)2
a(!)
d!,
where G (!, t)=G(!e&t2, t). Since F # C1([t0 , t0+T ], X0) and G # C1
([t0 , t0+T ], Y0) (see (2.17)), it follows that E0 # C1([t0 , t0+T ]) and a
direct calculation yields
E4 0(t)=|
R \&FxxFt+
=e&t
a(xet2) \GGt&
x
2
GGx&
3
4
G2++ dx.
Using the identity
=e&t \GGt&x2 GGx&G2+&a(xet2) FxxFt
=&G2&a(xet2)
x
2
FxFxx+:b(xet2) .$0G&=e&tHG+e&ptRG,
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which follows from (2.15), we thus find
E4 0(t)=
1
2
E0(t)+|
R
1
a(xet2)
(&G2+:b(xet2) .$0 G&=e&tHG+e&ptRG) dx.
(2.22)
In a similar way, E1 # C1([t0 , t0+T ]) and
E4 1=|
R
1
a(xet2) \FFt&
x
2
FFx&
1
4
F 2+=e&t \(FG)t&x2 (FG)x&
3
2
FG++ dx.
Using the identity
=e&t \(FG)t&x2 (FG)x&FG&G2++FFt
=a(xet2) FFxx+
x
2
FFx+:b(xet2) .$0F&=e&tHF+e&ptRF,
we thus find
E4 1(t)=&
1
2
E1(t)&|
R
F 2x dx
+|
R
1
a(xet2)
(:b(xet2) .$0F+=e&t(G2&FH )+e&ptRF ) dx. (2.23)
Combining (2.22), (2.23), we conclude that E2 # C1([t0 , t0+T ]) and
E4 2(t)=&
1
2
E2(t)&|
R \
1
2
F 2x+
G2
a(xet2)+ dx+I2(t), (2.24)
where
I2(t)=|
R
1
a(xet2) \(F+G)(:b(xet2) .$0&=e&tH+e&ptR)+
3
2
=e&tG2+ dx.
Now, we recall that a(!)a

>0 for all ! # R and (1+|!| )+ b # L2(R) &
L(R) for some +>&12. Defining +0=min(+, 0), we thus have
|!|+0 b # L2(R) and |x|&+0 .$0 # L(R). Therefore,
|I2 |
1
a

(&F&L2+&G&L2)( |:| e&(14++0 2) t &|!|+0 b&L2 &|x|&+0 .$0&L
+=e&t &H&L2+e&pt &R&L2)+
3
2a

=e&t &G&2L2 . (2.25)
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By (2.14), (2.18), (2.20), we have &F&L22_, &G&L22%, &H&L2
2 &h&Y12C1(\+%) and &R&L22 &r&Y12C1(\+%), hence
|I2 |C(_+%)(e&(14++0 2) t\+=0e&t(\+%)+e&pt(\+%))+C=0e&t%2,
(2.26)
for some C>0. Therefore, if *=min(14, p, 14++2), it follows from
(2.24), (2.26) that there exists C2>0 (depending on =0) such that
E4 2(t)&12 E2(t)&
1
2 |
R
F 2x dx+C2 e
&*t(\+%)(_+%),
for all t # [t0 , t0+T ]. This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.5. K
Our next functionals are
E3(t)= 12 |
R
(a(xet2) f 2x+=e
&tg2) dx+:(t) |
R
b(xet2) .$0 fx dx,
E4(t)=|
R
( 12 f
2+=e&tfg) dx,
E5(t)=E3(t)+2E4(t).
Lemma 2.6. Assume that (v, w) # C([t0 , t0+T ], Z 1) is a solution of
(1.7) satisfying the bound (2.5). Then E5 # C1([t0 , t0+T ]) and there exists
a constant C3(=0)>0 such that, for all t # [t0 , t0+T ],
E4 5(t)&12E5(t)&|
R
(a(xet2) f 2x+ g
2) dx+|
R
f 2 dx+C3e&*t(\+%)(_+%).
(2.27)
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.5, we first note that
E3(t)=e&t2 |
R
( 12a(!) f !(!, t)
2+:(t) b(!) .$0(!e&t2) f !(!, t)) d!
+ 12=e
&t |
R
g2 dx,
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where f (!, t)=et2f (!e&t2, t). If we assume that (v0 , w0) # D1, then f # C1
([t0 , t0+T ], X0) and g # C1([t0 , t0+T ], Y0), hence E3 # C1([t0 , t0+T ])
and a direct calculation yields
E4 3(t)=|
R \a(xet2) \ fx fxt&
x
2
fx fxx&
1
4
f 2x++=e&t \ggt&12 g2++ dx
+: |
R
b(xet2) \.$0 \ fxt&x2 fxx&
1
2
fx+&x2 ."0 fx+ dx
+:* |
R
b(xet2) .$0 fx dx.
Next, we use the identities fxt&(x2) fxx& fx= gx and
=e&t \ ggt&x2 ggx&
3
2
g2+&(a(xet2) fx)x ft
=&g2&(a(xet2) fx)x \x2 fx+
1
2
f +
+:(b(xet2) .$0)x g&=e&thg+e&ptrg,
which follow from (2.11). After some integrations by parts, we obtain
E4 3(t)=
3
2
E3(t)&|
R
g2 dx+(:* &:) |
R
b(xet2) .$0 fx dx
&: |
R
b(xet2)
x
2
."0 fx dx+|
R
(&=e&thg+e&ptrg) dx. (2.28)
Now, we observe that the right-hand side is a continuous function of the
initial data (v0 , w0) in the norm of Z 1, uniformly in t # [t0 , t0+T ]. There-
fore, using a density argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we conclude
that, for all (v0 , w0) # Z 1, E3 # C1([t0 , t0+T ]) and (2.28) holds.
In a similar way, E4 # C1([t0 , t0+T ]) and, using the identity
=e&t \( fg)t&x2 ( fg)x&2fg& g2++ fft
=(a(xet2) fx)x f +
x
2
ffx+
1
2
f 2+:(b(xet2) .$0)x f &=e&thf +e&ptrf,
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we obtain
E4 4(t)=|
R
( fft+=e&t(( fg)t& fg)) dx
= 12 E4(t)&|
R
a(xet2) f 2x dx
+|
R
(&:b(xet2) .$0 fx+=e&t(g2& fh)+e&ptrf ) dx. (2.29)
Combining (2.28), (2.29), we conclude that E5 # C1([t0 , t0+T ]) and
E4 5(t)=&12 E5(t)&|
R
(a(xet2) f 2x+ g
2) dx+|
R
f 2 dx+I5(t),
where
I5(t)=(:* &:) |
R
b(xet2) .$0 fx dx&: |
R
x
2
b(xet2) ."0 fx dx
+|
R
(=e&t(3g2+2fg&2fh&hg)+e&pt(rg+2rf )) dx.
Proceeding exactly as in (2.25) above, we obtain
|I5 |C(e&(14++0 2) t(\+%) _+=0e&t(\+%)(_+%)+e&pt(\+%)(_+%))
C3e&*t(\+%)(_+%),
for some C3>0. This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.6. K
Finally, we define the weighted functionals
E6(t)=
1
2 |R (x
2a(xet2) f 2x+=e
&tx2g2) dx+:(t) |
R
x2b(xet2) .$0 fx dx,
E7(t)=|
R \
x2
2
f 2+=e&tx2fg+ dx,
E8(t)=E6(t)+E7(t).
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Lemma 2.7. Assume that (v, w) # C([t0 , t0+T ], Z 1) is a solution of
(1.7) satisfying the bound (2.5). Then E8 # C1([t0 , t0+T ]) and there exists
a constant C4(=0)>0 such that, for all t # [t0 , t0+T ],
E4 8(t)&
1
2
E8(t)&|
R \
x2
2
a(xet2) f 2x+x
2g2+ dx
&2 |
R
xa(xet2) fx( f +g) dx+C4e&*t(\+%)(_+%). (2.30)
Proof. Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 2.6, we show that
E8 # C1([t0 , t0+T ]) and
E4 8(t)=&
1
2
E8(t)&|
R \
x2
2
a(xet2) f 2x+x
2g2+ dx
&2 |
R
xa(xet2) fx( f +g) dx+I8(t),
where
I8(t)=(:* &:) |
R
x2b(xet2) fx.$0 dx&2: |
R
xb(xet2) .$0 ( f +g) dx
&: |
R
x3
2
b(xet2) fx."0 dx+=e&t |
R
x2 \32 g2&( f +g) h+ dx
+e&pt |
R
x2( f +g) r dx.
As in (2.25) above, it is easy to verify that |I8 |C4 e&*t(\+%)(_+%) for
some C4>0. This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.7. K
The results of the three preceding lemmas can be summarized as follows.
Let
E9(t)=C5(4E2(t)+E5(t))+E8(t)+ 12 =e
&t:* (t)2+C6e&2*t:(t)2,
where C5=8 &a&L+1 and C6 is a sufficiently large constant which will be
determined below. Then the following holds:
Lemma 2.8. Assume that =0e&t018, and that (v, w) # C([t0 , t0+T ], Z 1)
is a solution of (1.7) satisfying the bound (2.5). Then E9 # C1([t0 , t0+T ])
and there exist constants C71, C8(=0)>0 such that, for all t # [t0 , t0+T ],
C &17 E9(t)_(t)
2+=e&t%(t)2+e&2*t:(t)2C7E9(t), (2.31)
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and
E4 9(t)&12 E9(t)&%(t)
2&|
R
( f 2 + 14a(xe
t2) f 2x)+C8e
&*t(\+%)(_+%).
(2.32)
Proof. Since =e&t=0 e&t018, it is easy to verify that
E2(t)|
R \
1
2
F 2x+
1
4a(xet2)
(F 2+=e&tG2)+ dx0,
E5(t)|
R \
1
2
a(xet2) f 2x+
1
2
f 2+
1
4
=e&tg2+ dx&|:| |R |b(xet2) .$0 fx | dx
|
R \
1
4
a(xet2) f 2x+
1
2
f 2+
1
4
=e&tg2+ dx&A:2e&2*t,
E8(t)|
R \
x2
4
a(xet2) f 2x+
x2
4
f 2+
x2
4
=e&tg2+ dx&B:2e&2*t,
where A=a

&1 &|!| +0 b&2L2 &|x|&+0 .$0 &2L and B=a
&1 &|!| +0 b&2L2
&|x|1&+0 .$0&2L , see (2.25) above. Therefore, if C62(C5 A+B), then
E9(t) 14 min(1, a
) _(t)2+ 14 =e
&t%(t)2+ 12C6e
&2*t:(t)2.
This proves the lower bound on E9 in (2.31), and the upper bound follows
using similar estimates. On the other hand, we have by (2.8)
d
dt \
1
2
=e&t:* 2+=&:* 2+12 =e&t:* 2+e&pt:* n(t). (2.33)
Combining (2.21), (2.27), (2.30), (2.33), we thus find
E4 9&
1
2
E9&C5 |
R
(a(xet2) f 2x+ f
2+ g2) dx
&|
R \
x2
2
a(xet2) f 2x+x
2g2+ dx
&2 |
R
xa(xet2) fx( f +g) dx&:* 2+C8e&*t(\+%)(_+%),
for some C8(=0)>0. Since C5=8 &a&L+1 and
2 } |R xa(xet2) fx( f +g) dx } 14 |R x2a(xet2) f 2x dx+8 &a&L |R ( f 2+ g2) dx,
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we obtain
E4 9& 12 E9&
1
4 |
R
a(xet2)(1+x2) f 2x dx&|
R
( f 2+(1+x2) g2) dx&:* 2
+C8e&*t(\+%)(_+%),
which implies (2.32). This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.8. K
Corollary 2.9. Let =0>0. There exist constants t0(=0)0 and C91
such that if T>0 and (v, w) # C([t0 , t0+T ], Z 1) is a solution of (1.7)
satisfying the bound (2.5), then
81(=e&t, v(t), w(t))#&v(t)&2X 1+=e
&t &w(t)&2Y 1C981(=e
&t0, v0 , w0),
(2.34)
for all t # [t0 , t0+T ].
Proof. Let E10(t)= 12:(t)
2+=e&t:(t) :* (t)+E9(t). In view of (2.31), if
=0e&t018 and =0e&t0C &17 , there exists K1>0 such that K
&1
1 E10(t)
\(t)2+=e&t%(t)2K1 E10(t) for all t # [t0 , t0+T ]. In addition, we have by
(2.8), (2.32)
E4 10(t)==e&t:* (t)2+e&pt:n(t)+E4 9(t)&%2+K2 e&*t(\2+%2)
&%2(1&K2 e&*t)+K1K2 e&*tE10(t),
for some K2(=0)>0. Therefore, if K2e&*t01, then E4 10(t)K1 K2e&*tE10(t),
hence E10(t)K3E10(t0) for all t # [t0 , t0+T ], where K3=exp(K1*&1).
Finally, it follows from (2.19) that
K &14 (\(t)
2+=e&t%(t)2)&v(t)&2X 1+=e
&t &w(t)&2Y1K4(\(t)
2+=e&t%(t)2),
where K4=2C 20 . Combining these inequalities, we obtain (2.34), with
C9=K 21 K3 K
2
4 . This concludes the proof of Corollary 2.9. K
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (First Part). Assume that the hypotheses
(H1), (H2), (N1), (N2) hold, and fix =0>0. Let t00, C91 be as in
Corollary 2.9, and let $0=(2C9)&12, = # (0, =0]. If (v0 , w0) # Z 1 satisfies
81(=e&t0, v0 , w0)$20 , then (1.7) has a unique global solution
(v, w) # C([t0 , +), Z 1) such that (v(t0), w(t0))=(v0 , w0). Indeed, the
local existence and uniqueness follow from Proposition 2.2, and Corollary
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2.9 shows that the solution (v, w) satisfies 81(=e&t, v(t), w(t))12 when-
ever it exists. Then Proposition 2.2 (with $1=1- 2) implies that the solu-
tion can be continued to [t0 , +). To prove (1.17), we first note that
(2.32) implies
E4 9&12 E9&%
2&C & f &2H1+C8e
&*t(\_+2\%+%2)
&12E9&%
2(1& 14&C8e
&*t)&C & f &2H 1+C8e
&*t\_+4C 28\
2e&2*t,
for all t # [t0 , +), where C=min(1, a4). By (2.19), (2.31), (2.34), we
have _(t)2C7 E9(t) and \(t)2\21#C
2
0 C981(=e
&t0, v0 , w0) for all tt0 .
Assuming (without loss of generality) that C8e&*t014, we thus obtain
E4 9&12 E9&
1
2 %
2&C & f &2H 1+K5(E 129 \1e&*t+\21 e&2*t), tt0 ,
for some K5>0. Integrating this differential inequality for E9(t), it is not
difficult to show that
E9(t)+ 12 |
t
t0
e&2*(t&s)(%2(s)+2C & f (s)&2H 1) dsK6\
2
1(1+t)
2 e&2*t, tt0 ,
(2.35)
for some K6>0. In view of (2.31), this implies, for all tt0 ,
& f (t)&2X1+=e
&t(:* (t)2+&g(t)&2Y 1)#_(t)
2+=e&t%(t)2C7K6\21(1+t)
2 e&2*t,
(2.36)
and
|
t
t0
(:* (s)2+&g(s)&2Y 1) e
2*s ds#|
t
t0
%(s)2 e2*s ds2K6\21(1+t)
2. (2.37)
In particular, it follows from (2.37) that the function :(t) converges to
some :* # R as t  +, and that
|:(t)&:*|2+|
t
t0
e&2*(t&s) |:(s)&:*|2 dsK7\21(1+t)
2 e&2*t, tt0 ,
(2.38)
for some K7>0. Now, we have by (2.6)
&v(t)&:*.0 &X 1& f (t)&X 1+|:(t)&:*| &.0&X1 ,
&w(t)&:*0 &Y 1&g(t)&Y1+|:* (t)| &.0&Y1+|:(t)&:*| &0&Y 1 ,
hence (1.17) follows from (2.36), (2.37), and (2.38). This concludes the first
part of the proof of Theorem 1.1. K
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2.4. Further Estimates on the Time Derivative
Throughout this section, we assume that the nonlinearity N in (1.1)
satisfies the additional hypothesis (N3). In this case, if (v, w) # C([t0 ,
t0+T ], Z 1) is a solution of (1.7) satisfying the bound (2.5), the functions
H, R defined in (2.16) are differentiable with respect to t. Defining
H (x, t)=Ht(x, t)&
x
2
Hx(x, t)&H(x, t),
R (x, t)=Rt(x, t)&
x
2
Rx(x, t)& pR(x, t),
we have the following result:
Lemma 2.10. Assume that (v, w) # C([t0 , t0+T ], Z 1) is a solution of
(1.7) satisfying the bound (2.5). Then H, R # C1([t0 , t0+T ], L2) and there
exists a constant C10(=0)>0 such that, for all t # [t0 , t0+T ],
=e&t &H (t)&L2C10(e&*t\(t)+%(t)), &R (t)&L2C10(\(t)+%(t)),
where \, % are defined in (2.18) and *=min(14, p, 14++2).
Proof. From (2.16), (2.12), we have
H (x, t)=(&: +3:* 2&:2) x.0(x)+
1
2
(:&3:* ) x0(x)&
:
2
x/0(x),
where .0 , 0 are defined in (1.14), (1.16). Since |:|\, |:* |% and
=e&t |: ||:* |+e&pt |n|%+Ce&pt(\+%) by (2.8), (2.18), and Lemma 2.4,
it follows that =e&t &H &L2C10(e&*t\+%) for some C10>0.
To bound R (x, t), we note that N2*(u) u!=(8*(u))! , where 8*(u)=
u0 N2*(z) dz. By (2.9), (2.12), (2.16), we thus have
R(x, t)=|
x
&
(N1( y, t)&.0( y) n(t)) dy+e( p+1) t 8*(e&t2v(x, t)),
where N1(x, t)=e( p+32) t N1(e&t2v(x, t)) and n(t)= N1(x, t) dx. Since
N1 , 8* # C1(R), it is not difficult to show that R # C1([t0 , t0+T ], L2) and
that
R (x, t)=R(x, t)+|
x
&
(N 1( y, t)&.0( y) n^(t)) dy+
x
2
.0(x) n(t)+N 2(x, t),
where N 1(x, t)=e( p+1) t N$1(e&t2v(x, t)) w(x, t), n^(t)= N 1(x, t) dx and
N 2(x, t)=e( p+12) t N2*(e&t2v(x, t)) w(x, t). By the hypothesis (N3), we
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have |N 1 |CN |v| &1 |w| and |N 2 |CN |v| &2 |w|. Thus, proceeding as in the
proof of Lemma 2.4, we easily obtain
&R &L2&R&L2+C &N 1&Y 1+ 12 |n| &x.0 &L2+&N 2&L2C10(\+%).
This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.10. K
As before, let (v, w) # C([t0 , t0+T ], Z 1) be a solution of (1.7) satisfying
the bound (2.5). We define the new function M(x, t)=Gt(x, t)&
(x2) Gx(x, t), where G is given by (2.13). Using a density argument as
in the proof of Lemma 2.3, it is straightforward to show that
(G, M ) # C1([t0 , t0+T ], Z 0) is a solution of the system
Gt&
x
2
Gx=M,
(2.39)
=e&t \Mt&x2 Mx&2M++M=a(xet2)(Gxx+Fxx)+J(x, t),
where
J(x, t)=:* (t) b(xet2) .$0 &:(t) b(xet2)
x
2
."0 &=e&t(H +G)+e&ptR .
In analogy with the preceding subsection, we introduce the energy func-
tionals
E 0(t)=
1
2 |R \G2x+=e&t
M 2
a(xet2)+ dx,
E 1(t)=|
R
1
a(xet2) \
1
2
G2+=e&tGM+ dx,
E 2(t)=E 0(t)+E 1(t).
Lemma 2.11. Assume that =0e&t018 and that (v, w) # C([t0 , t0+T],
Z 1) is a solution of (1.7) satisfying the bound (2.5). Then E 2 # C1([t0 , t0+T])
and there exists a constant C11(=0)>0 such that, for all t # [t0 , t0+T],
d
dt
E 2(t)&
1
2
E 2(t)+C11(& f &2H1+e
&2*t\2+%2). (2.40)
Proof. Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 2.5 and using a density
argument as in Lemma 2.3, we show that E 2 # C1([t0 , t0+T]) and
d
dt
E 2(t)=&
1
2
E 2(t)&|
R \
1
2
G2x+
M2
a(xet2)+ dx+I 2(t), (2.41)
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where
I 2(t)=|
R
(Fxx M&FxGx) dx
+|
R
1
a(xet2) \(G+M ) J+
1
2
=e&t(5M2+2GM)+ dx.
In view of Lemma 2.10, we have as in (2.25)
&J&L2e&(14++0 2) t &|!| +0 b&L2 ( |:* | &|x| &+0 .$0&L+ 12 |:| &|x|
1&+0 ."0&L)
+2C10(e&*t\+%)+2=e&t%K1(e&*t\+%),
for some K1>0. Therefore, we obtain
|I 2 |&Gx&L2 &Fx &L2+&a&12L &Fxx &L2 \|R
M 2
a(xet2)
dx+
12
K2(e&*t\+%)
_(&G&L2+&M&L2)+=e&t |
R
3M2+G2
a(xet2)
dx,
for some K2>0. As a consequence, since =e&t=0e&t018, there exists
K3>0 such that
|I 2 ||
R \
1
4
G2x+
M 2
a(xet2)+ dx+K3(& f &2H1+e&2*t\2+%2+&G&2L2). (2.42)
Since &G&L22 &xg&L22%, (2.40) follows from (2.41), (2.42). This con-
cludes the proof of Lemma 2.11. K
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (Second Part). Assume that the hypothesis (N3)
holds, and let =0 , t0 , $0 be as in the first part of the proof. Given = # (0, =0]
and (v0 , w0) # Z 1 such that 81(=e&t0, v0 , w0)$20 , let (v, w) # C([t0 , +),
Z 1) be the unique solution of (1.7) satisfying (v(t0), w(t0))=(v0 , w0). It
remains to prove the decay estimate (1.18). First, since =e&t=0 e&t01,
we have
1
2 |R g
2 dxE 2(t)
1
2 |R g
2 dx+|
R
1
a(x, t)
(G2+=e&tM 2) dx. (2.43)
To bound the right-hand side, we recall that
M=Gt&
x
2
Gx=G&H+=&1et(&G+a(xet2) fx+:b(xet2) .$0 +e&ptR),
by (2.15). In particular, there exists K4>0 such that &M(t0)&L2
K4(1+=&1) 40 , where 40=&(v0 , w0)&Z 1 . By (2.43), it follows that
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=E 2(t0)K5420 for some K5>0 (depending on =0 .) Next, we have by
(2.34), (2.40)
d
dt
E 2(t)&
1
2
E 2(t)+C11(& f (t)&2H1+e&2*t\21+%(t)2), tt0 ,
where \21=C
2
0 C981(=e
&t0, v0 , w0)K6420 . Integrating this differential
inequality and using (2.35), we easily obtain
E 2(t)K7 e&2*t(E 2(t0)+\21(1+t)
2), tt0 ,
for some K7>0. Since =E 2(t0)K5 420 and \
2
1K64
2
0 , we conclude by
(2.43) that there exists K8>0 such that
= &g(t)&2L2K84
2
0(1+t)
2 e&2*t, tt0 . (2.44)
Finally, integrating the differential equation (2.8) for : and using the fact
that |n(t)|&N1&L1C\1 for all tt0 , it is straightforward to verify that
|:* (t)|K9( |:* (t0)|+\1) e&*tK1040e&*t, tt0 , (2.45)
for some K9 , K10>0. Now, since
&w(t)&:*0&L2&g(t)&L2+|:* (t)| &.0&L2+|:(t)&:*| &0&L2 ,
we conclude from (2.38), (2.44), (2.45) that = &w(t)&:*0&2L2
K11(=0) 420(1+t)
2 e&2*t, which is (1.18). This concludes the proof of
Theorem 1.1. K
3. SECOND ORDER ASYMPTOTICS
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2, i.e., we perform a second order
asymptotic expansion of the solution (v, w) of (1.7) as t  +. As was
already explained in the Introduction, we restrict our analysis for simplicity
to the particular case where N=0 and a+=a&=1. Thus we set
a(!)=1+b(!) and we assume that b(!) satisfies the hypothesis (H2) for
some +>12. In a first step (Subsection 3.1), using the spectral projections
of the operator L , we decompose the solutions (v, w) of (1.7) into the sum
of two explicit terms and a remainder which decays faster than e&t2. Then
(Subsection 3.2) we exploit the invariance properties of Eq. (1.1) in the
linear case to obtain a priori estimates for the first two terms in our expan-
sion. Finally (Subsection 3.3) we control the remainder with the help of
various energy functionals.
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3.1. Spectral Decomposition
We fix =0>0, t0>0 and choose initial data (v0 , w0)=(v(t0), w(t0)) in the
space Z 2. Then the solution (v(t), w(t)) of (1.7) exists for all time tt0 , is
unique, and belongs to C([t0 , +), Z 2). We recall that the first two
eigenvalues of the operator L defined in (1.13) are 0 and &12, with eigen-
functions
.0(x)=
1
- 4?
exp(&x24), .1(x)=&.$0(x). (3.1)
The associated projections are given by
P0v=.0 |
R
v dx, P1 v=.1 |
R
xv dx.
Using these spectral projections, we decompose the solution (v, w) of (1.7)
as
v(x, t)=:(t) .0(x)+;(t) e&t2.1(x)+ f (x, t),
w(x, t)=(:* (t) .0(x)+:(t) 0(x))+e&t2(;4 (t) .1(x)+;(t) 1(x))+ g(x, t),
(3.2)
where i=.i" (i=0, 1), and
:(t)=|
R
v(x, t) dx, ;(t)=et2 |
R
xv(x, t) dx. (3.3)
The following lemma states elementary properties of the functions :(t) and
;(t). Its proof is very similar to the one of Lemma 2.3, and will be omitted.
Lemma 3.1. If (v0 , w0) # Z 2, then : and ; belong to C2([t0 , +)). The
function : satisfies (2.8) with n=0, so that
:(t)=:(t0)+=:* (t0) e&t0 \1&exp \&1= (et&et0)++ , (3.4)
and
:*# lim
t  +
:(t)=|
R
v0(x) dx+=e&t0 |
R
w0(x) dx. (3.5)
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The function ; satisfies the equations
;4 (t)=et2 |
R
xw(x, t) dx, (3.6)
d
dt
(=e&t;4 (t)+;(t))
=&|
R
b(xet2) et2(:(t) .$0 (x)+;(t) e&t2.$1(x)+ fx(x, t)) dx. (3.7)
Remark. From (3.2), (3.3), and (3.6), it follows that, for tt0 ,
|
R
f (x, t) dx=|
R
xf (x, t) dx=0, |
R
g(x, t) dx=|
R
xg(x, t) dx=0. (3.8)
Using Lemma 3.1 and the properties of .0 and .1 , it is straightforward
to verify that ( f, g) # C([t0 , +], Z 2) is a solution of the system
ft&
x
2
fx&
1
2
f =g,
=e&t \ gt&x2 gx&
3
2
g++ g=(a(xet2) fx)x+Ax(x, t)+.1 |R B(x, t) dx
&=e&th0(x, t)&=e&3t2h1(x, t), (3.9)
where
h0(x, t)=2:* (t) 0(x)+:(t) "0(x), h1(x, t)=2;4 (t) 1(x)+;(t) "1(x),
A(x, t)=:(t) b(xet2) .$0(x)+e&t2;(t) b(xet2) .$1(x), (3.10)
B(x, t)=A(x, t)+b(xet2) fx(x, t).
Due to the relations (3.8), we can define the primitive functions F(x, t),
G(x, t) by (2.13) as well as the double primitives
F(x, t)=|
x
&
F( y, t) dy, G(x, t)=|
x
&
G( y, t) dy. (3.11)
Using a generalized Hardy inequality [HLP, Sect. 9.9], we obtain
&F&L2+&xF&L2C0 & f &Y 2 , &G&L2+&xG&L2C0 &g&Y2 , (3.12)
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hence (F, G) belongs to C([t0 , +), D1). Arguing as in the previous sec-
tion, one verifies that (F, G) # C1([t0 , +), Z 1) is a classical solution in
Z 1 of the system
Ft&
x
2
Fx=G,
=e&t \Gt&x2 Gx&G++G=a(xet2) Fxx+A(x, t)&.0(x) |R B( y, t) dy
&=e&tH0(x, t)&=e&3t2H1(x, t), (3.13)
where
H0(x, t)=2:* (t) .$0(x)+:(t) $0(x), H1(x, t)=2;4 (t) .$1(x)+;(t) $1(x).
(3.14)
Likewise, one checks that (F, G) # C2([t0 , +), Z 0) is a classical solu-
tion of the system
Ft&
x
2
Fx+
1
2
F=G,
=e&t \Gt&x2 Gx&
1
2
G++G=Fxx+|
x
&
(Q0 B)( y, t) dy
&=e&tH0(x, t)&=e&3t2H1(x, t), (3.15)
where Q0=1&P0 and
H0(x, t)=2:* (t) .0(x)+:(t) 0(x), H1(x, t)=2;4 (t) .1(x)+;(t) 1(x).
(3.16)
To prove Theorem 1.2, we need to control the time behavior of the func-
tions :(t), ;(t), f (x, t), and g(x, t) defined in (3.2). From (3.4), we already
know that :(t) converges to :* like exp(&=&1et) as t  +. As in Section
2, we could study the behavior of ;(t) by including it in some energy func-
tionals, but here instead we shall exploit the invariance properties of (1.1)
in the linear case to obtain a priori estimates on ;(t), ;4 (t). This is the pur-
pose of the next subsection, and the rest of the proof will be devoted to the
control of f (x, t), g(x, t) (Subsection 3.3).
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3.2. A Priori Estimates
We first recall a decay estimate which follows from the proofs in
Section 2. Let
f *(x, t)=;(t) e&t2.1(x)+ f (x, t),
(3.17)
g*(x, t)=e&t2(;4 (t) .1(x)+;(t) 1(x))+ g(x, t).
Then, following the lines of the proofs of Lemma 2.5 to Lemma 2.8 in the
linear case, and using the hypothesis (H2) with +>12 as well as the
explicit expression (3.4) of :(t), it is straightforward to verify that if
=0e&t018 and (v0 , w0) # Z 1, then
& f *(t)&2X 1+=e
&t &g*(t)&2Y1+|
t
t0
e&(t&s)2(& f *(s)&2X1+&g*(s)&
2
Y 1) ds
C 21(b) e
&(t&t0)281(=e&t0, v0 , w0), (3.18)
for all tt0 , where C1(b) is a positive constant depending only on =0 and
b. In other words, the factor (1+t)2 in the estimate (1.17) can be removed
if N=0 and +>12.
Next, if u # C1([0, +), Z 2) is the solution of (1.1) with initial data
u(!, 0)=e&t0 2v0(!e&t02), u{(!, 0)=e&3t02w0(!e&t0 2), we introduce the
‘‘invariant functions’’
I0({)=|
R
u(!, {) d!, I1({)=|
R
p1(!) u(!, {) d!,
where p1(!)=!0 (1+b( y))
&1 dy. As is easily verified, the equations
d
d{
(=I4 j+I j)=0, j=0, 1, (3.19)
hold, the solutions of which are
Ij ({)=Ij (0)+=I4 j (0)(1&exp(&{=)), j=0, 1. (3.20)
The invariants Ij are closely related to the functions :, ; defined in (3.3).
Indeed, from (3.3), (1.5), we immediately see
:(t)=I0(et&et0), :*=I0(0)+=I4 0(0). (3.21)
Moreover, defining
q1(!)= p1(!)&!=&|
!
0
b( y)(1+b( y))&1 dy, q\1 = lim
!  \
q1(!),
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and using (3.3), (3.17), we find
;(t)=I1(et&et0)&|
R
q1(xet2) v(x, t) dx
=I1(et&et0)&:(t) |
R
q1(xet2) .0(x) dx&|
R
q1(xet2) f *(x, t) dx.
(3.22)
Finally, differentiating (3.22), we obtain ;4 (t)=etI4 1(et&et0)&R q1(xe
t2)
w(x, t) dx, hence
;4 (t)=etI4 1(et&et0)&:* (t) |
R
q1(xet2) .0(x) dx
+
:(t)
2 |R xe
t2b(xet2) a&1(xet2) .0(x) dx&|
R
q1(xet2) g*(x, t) dx.
(3.23)
These relations allow us to show the following results.
Lemma 3.2. If =0e&t018 and (v0 , w0) # Z 2, the following estimates
hold, for tt0 ,
|;(t)|2+|
t
t0
;4 2(s) dsC2et082(=e&t0, v0 , w0), (3.24)
and
=e&t;4 2(t)C3et0e&(t&t0)282(=e&t0, v0 , w0). (3.25)
Moreover,
lim
t  +
;(t)=;*=I1(0)+=I4 1(0)& 12 (I0(0)+=I4 0(0))(q
+
1 +q
&
1 ), (3.26)
and
|;(t)&;*|C4e(12&+1)(t&t0)2(82(=e&t0, v0 , w0))12, (3.27)
where +1=min(+, 1).
Remark. Here and in the sequel, C2 , C3 , ... denote positive constants
depending only on b and =0 . In particular, these constants are independent
of the choice of t0 .
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Proof. From (3.22) and (3.23), we deduce that, for tt0 ,
|;(t)||I1(et&et0)|+&b&L1 &a&1&L ( |:(t)|+& f *&L1), (3.28)
and
|;4 (t)|et |I4 1(et&et0)|+&b&L1 &a&1&L ( |:* (t)|+&g*&L1)
+ 12 |:(t)| e
&(+1&12) t2 &|x|+1 b&L2 &a&1&L &|x|1&+1 .0&L2 . (3.29)
Since
I1(0)=et0 2 |
R
xv0(x) dx+|
R
q1(xet0 2) v0(x) dx,
(3.30)
I4 1(0)=e&t0 2 |
R
xw0(x) dx+e&t0 |
R
q1(xet02) w0(x) dx,
the estimates (3.24), (3.25) easily follow from (3.4), (3.18), and (3.20). Next,
we remark that limt  + q1(et2x)=q\1 if x>0 (respectively x<0), and
thus, by the theorem of dominated convergence, R q1(xet2) .0(x) dx con-
verges to 12 (q
+
1 +q
&
1 ). Then (3.26) directly follows from (3.20), (3.21), and
(3.18). Finally, we have
|;(t)&;*||I1(et&et0)&(I1(0)+=I4 1(0))|
+|:(t)&:*| &b&L1 &a&1&L+|:*| I*
+C0(b) e&(t&t0)4 &b&L1 &a&1&L (81(=e&t0, v0 , w0))12, (3.31)
where
I*= } |x<0 .0(x) \|
xet2
&
b( y) a&1( y) dy+ dx }
+ } |x>0 .0(x) \|
+
xet2
b( y) a&1( y) dy+ dx } .
Since I*K2e(12&+1) t2 &a&1&L &x+1b&L2 , the estimate (3.27) follows
from (3.31), (3.4), (3.5), (3.20), and (3.30). This concludes the proof of
Lemma 3.2. K
3.3. Energy Estimates
We still assume that the initial data (v0 , w0) belong to Z 2. Like in Sec-
tion 2, we study the time decay in Z 2 of the functions f, g defined in (3.2)
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using several families of energy functionals. We first introduce the func-
tionals
E0(t)= 12 (&Fx(t)&
2
L2+=e
&t &G&2L2),
E1(t)= 12 &F(t)&
2
L2+=e
&t |
R
(FG)(x, t) dx,
E2(t)=E0(t)+E1(t),
where F, G are given by (3.11).
Remark. In the sequel we shall often use the obvious estimates
max(&H0(t)&L2 , &xnH0(t)&L2 , &xnh0(t)&L2)C5( |:(t)|+|:* (t)| ),
(3.32)
max(&H1(t)&L2 , &xnH1(t)&L2 , &xnh1(t)&L2)C5( |;(t)|+|;4 (t)| ),
for n=0, 1, 2, 3, 4 . For later use, we set
M(t)=:2(t)+;2(t)+:* 2(t)+;4 2(t).
Lemma 3.3. Assume that (v0 , w0) # Z 2. Then E2 # C1([t0 , +)) and, if
=0e&t018, the following inequalities hold,
1
4 (&F&
2
L2+2 &Fx&
2
L2+=e
&t &G&2L2)
E2
3
4 (&F&
2
L2+
2
3 &Fx&
2
L2+=e
&t &G&2L2), (3.33)
and
E4 2(t)&32E2(t)&
1
2 &G&
2
L2&
1
2 &F&
2
L2+e
&t4 &F&2L2
+C6(e&*$t |:(t)|+e&+1t2 & f *&X 1) &F&L2
+C7(e&t4 & fx&2L2+e&+1 t & f *&2X 1+e&2*$tM(t)), (3.34)
where *$=min(34, +2+14), and +1=min(+, 1).
Proof. The inequalities (3.33) are obvious, as soon as =0e&t014.
Since (F, G) # C1([t0 , +), Z 0), we have Ei (t) # C1([t0 , +)) for
i=0, 1, 2. Clearly,
E4 0(t)=|
R
(&Fxx Ft+=e&t(GGt& 12G
2)) dx.
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Using the identity
=e&t \GGt&12 G2+&FxxFt
=&G2+
1
2
FFxx&
x
2
FxFxx+=e&t
x
2
GGx
+G |
x
&
(Q0B)( y) dy&G=(e&tH0+e&3t2H1),
which follows from (3.15), we find
E4 0(t)=&
1
4
&Fx&2L2&\1+=e
&t
4 + &G&2L2+|R G \|
x
&
(Q0B)( y) dy+ dx
&|
R
G=(e&tH0+e&3t2H1) dx. (3.35)
Likewise using the identity
=e&t((FG)t&FG)+FFt
=
x
2
FFx+FFxx&
1
2
F2+F |
x
&
(Q0B)( y) dy
+=e&t \G2&FG+x2 (FG)x+&F=(e&tH0+e&3t2H1),
we obtain
E4 1(t)= &&Fx&2L2& 34 &F&2L2+=e&t |
R
(G2& 32FG) dx
+|
R
F \|
x
&
(Q0 B)( y) dy+ dx&|R F=(e&tH0+e&3t2H1) dx.
(3.36)
Using the Young inequality, we deduce from (3.35) and (3.36) that, for
=e&t018,
E4 2(t)+ 32 E2(t)&
1
2 &Fx &2L2& 12 &G&2L2+&F&L2 J+J2, (3.37)
where
J="|
x
&
(Q0B)( y) dy)"L2+=(e&t &H0&L2+e&3t2 &H1 &L2).
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We recall that, by (2.14),
"|
x
&
(Q0B)( y) dy)"L22 \&xB&L2+ } |R B( y, t) dy } &x.0&L2+ . (3.38)
Since on the one hand,
&xB&L2e&*$t |:(t)| &|x| +1 b&L2 &|x| 1&+1 .$0&L
+e&+1 t2 &|x|+1 b&L &|x|1&+1 f *x&L2 , (3.39)
and on the other hand
} |R B( y, t) dy }e&*$t |:(t)| &|x| +1 b&L2 &|x|&+1 .$0&L2
+e&t |;(t)| &b&L1 &.$1&L+e&t4 &b&L2 & fx&L2 , (3.40)
we obtain
"|
x
&
(Q0B)( y) dy)"L2
C6(e&*$t |:(t)|+e&t |;(t)|+e&t4 & fx&L2+e&+1 t2 & f *&X1). (3.41)
Applying the Young inequality and noting that C6e&t4 &F&L2 & fx&L2
e&t4( 12 &F&
2
L2+
1
2C
2
6 & fx&
2
L2), we at once infer (3.34) from (3.37), (3.32),
and (3.41). This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.3. K
We next define, for n=0, 1,
E0, n(t)=
1
2 |R x
2n \F 2x+=e&t G
2
a(xet2)+ dx,
E1, n(t)=|
R
x2n
a(xet2) \
1
2
F 2+=e&tFG+ dx,
E2, n(t)=E0, n(t)+2E1, n(t),
where F, G are given by (2.13).
Lemma 3.4. Assume that (v0 , w0) # Z 2. Then E2, n # C1([t0 , +)) and,
if =0e&t0116, the following inequalities hold, for n=0, 1,
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1
4 &a&L
(2 &xnF&2L2+=e
&t &xnG&2L2)+
1
2
&xnFx&2L2
E2, n
3
4
&a&1&L (2 &xnF&2L2+=e
&t &xnG&2L2)+
1
2
&xnFx&2L2 , (3.42)
and
E4 2, n(t)& 32 E2, n(t)&&xnFx&2L2+3(1&n) |
R
x2na&1(xet2) F 2 dx
& 12 |
R
x2na&1(xet2) G2 dx+C8e&t2 & fx&2L2
+C9e&2*$tM(t)+4n(1+&a&1&L)(&F&2L2+&G&
2
L2). (3.43)
Proof. The estimate (3.42) is obvious, as soon as =0e&t018. As in the
proof of Lemma 2.5, we first note that
E0, n(t)=
1
2 |R x
2nF 2x(x, t) dx+
=
2
e&(32+n) t |
R
!2n
G 2(!, t)
a(!)
d!,
where G (!, t)=G(!e&t2, t). Since F # C1([t0 , +), X1) and G # C1
([t0 , +), Y 1), it follows that E0, n # C1([t0 , +)), and a direct calcula-
tion gives
E4 0, n(t)=|
R \&x2nFxxFt&2nx2n&1FxFt+
=e&tx2n
a(xet2)
_\GGt&x2 GGx&
3+2n
4
G2++ dx.
Using the identity
=e&ta&1(xet2) \GGt&x2 GGx&G2+&FxxFt
=&
x
2
FxFxx+a&1(xet2)(&G2+GR),
where R=(A&P0 B)&=(e&tH0+e&3t2H1), we find
E4 0, n=
1&2n
4
&xnFx&2L2&\1&=e&t \1&2n4 ++ |R x2na&1(xet2) G2 dx
+|
R
x2na&1(xet2) GR dx&2n |
R
x2n&1FxG dx. (3.44)
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In a similar way, using the identity
=e&t \(FG)t&x2 (FG)x&FG++FFt&
x
2
FFx=a(xet2) FFxx+=e&tG2+FR,
we obtain
E4 1, n=&&xnFx&2L2&
1+2n
4 |R x
2na&1(xet2) F 2 dx
+=e&t |
R
x2na&1(xet2) \G2&1+2n2 FG+ dx
+|
R
x2na&1(xet2) FR dx+n(2n&1) &xn&1F&2L2 . (3.45)
Combining (3.44) and (3.45) and using the Young inequality, we find, for
n=0, 1,
E4 2, n(t)+ 32E2, n(t)
&&xnFx&2L2+(1&n)(1+=e
&t) |
R
x2na&1(xet2) F 2 dx
& 34 |
R
x2na&1(xet2) G2 dx+2n(&F&2L2+&G&2L2)
+|
R
x2na&1(xet2)(G+2F ) R dx. (3.46)
Since, for instance,
|
R
x2na&1(xet2)(G+2F ) R dx
(1&n) |
R
x2na&1(xet2)( 14G
2+F 2+2R2) dx
+n |
R
a&1(xet2)(2G2+2F 2+ 58x
4nR2) dx,
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we deduce from (3.46) that, for n=0, 1,
E4 2, n(t)+ 32 E2, n(t)
&&xnFx&2L2+3(1&n) |
R
x2na&1(xet2) F 2 dx
& 12 |
R
x2na&1(xet2) G2 dx+4n(1+&a&1&L)(&F&2L2+&G&
2
L2)+I0 ,
(3.47)
where
I0=8 &a&1&L \&x2nA&2L2+ } |R B dx }
2
&x2n .0&2L2
+=2(e&2t &x2nH0&2L2+e&3t &x2nH1&2L2)+ .
Arguing as in (3.39), we can write, for m=0, 1, 2, 3, 4,
&xmA&L2e&*$t |:(t)| &|x| +1 b&L2 &|x|m&+1 .$0&L
+e&3t4 |;(t)| &b&L2 &xm.$1 &L . (3.48)
Finally, from (3.32), (3.40), and (3.48), we deduce that
I0C8 e&t2 & fx&2L2+C9e&2*$tM, (3.49)
where C8=24 &b&2L2 &a&1&L &x2n.0&2L2 . The estimate (3.43) follows
directly from (3.47) and (3.49). This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.4. K
Finally, to control the decay of f, fx , and g, we introduce the following
functionals, for n=0, 1, 2,
E3, n(t)= 12 |
R
x2n(a(xet2) f 2x+2A(x, t) fx+=e
&tg2) dx
+e&2*$t(:2C0n+;2C1n),
E4, n(t)= 12 &x
n f &2L2+=e
&t |
R
x2n fg dx,
E5, n(t)=E3, n(t)+2E4, n(t),
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where f, g are defined by (3.2), and C0n , C1n are positive constants satis-
fying
C0n8a
&1 &|x|n&+1 .$0&2L &|x|
+1 b&2L2 , C1n8a
&1 &xn.$1&2L &b&
2
L2 .
(3.50)
Lemma 3.5. Assume that (v0 , w0) # Z 2. Then, E5, n # C1([t0 , +)) and,
if =0e&t0116, the following inequalities hold, for n=0, 1, 2,
1
4 (2 &x
n f &2L2+=e
&t &xng&2L2+a
&xn fx&2L2+2e
&2*$t(:2(t) C0n+;2(t) C1n))
E5, n(t) 34 (2 &x
n f &2L2+=e
&t &xng&2L2+&a&L &x
n fx&2L2
+2e&2*$t(:2(t) C0n+;2(t) C1n)), (3.51)
and
E4 5, n(t)&
3
2
E5, n(t)&
1
4 |R x
2na(xet2) f 2x dx+C10e
&t2 & fx&2L2
&
1
2
&xng&2L2+2(2&n) &x
n f &2L2+
n
8
(4 & f &2L2+&g&
2
L2)
+8n(1+&a&L)(4 &xn&1f &2L2+&x
n&1g&2L2)+C11e
&2*$tM(t).
(3.52)
Proof. The estimate (3.51) follows easily from (3.48), (3.50) if
=0e&t018. As in Lemma 2.6, one shows that E3, n and E4, n belong to
C1([t0 , +)). A direct calculation yields
E4 3, n(t)=|
R
x2n \a(xet2) \ fx fxt&x2 fx fxx&
2n+1
4
f 2x+
+=e&t \ ggt&12 g2++ dx
+: |
R
x2nb(xet2) \.$0 \ fxt&x2 fxx&\n+
1
2+ fx+&
x
2
0 fx+ dx
+e&t2; |
R
x2nb(xet2) \.$1 \ fxt&x2 fxx&(n+1) fx+&
x
2
1 fx+ dx
+e&t2;4 |
R
x2nb(xet2) .$1 fx dx+:* |
R
x2nb(xet2) .$0 fx dx
+e&2*$t[(2::* &2*$:2) C0n+(2;;4 &2*$;2) C1n], (3.53)
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and
E4 4, n(t)=|
R
x2n( fft+=e&t(( fg)t& fg)) dx. (3.54)
Using the identities
=e&t \ ggt&12 g2+&(a(xet2) fx)x \ ft&
x
2
fx&
1
2
f +
=&g2+ g _Ax+\|R B dx+ .1&+=e&t \g2+
x
2
ggx+
&=g(e&th0+e&3t2h1),
and
=e&t(( fg)t& fg)+ fft
=(a(xet2) fx)x f +
x
2
ffx+
1
2
f 2+ f \Ax+\|R B dx+ .1+
+=e&t \ g2+x2 ( fg)x+ fg+&=f (e&th0+e&3t2h1),
as well as fxt&(x2) fxx& fx= gx , which follow from (3.9), we deduce from
(3.53) and (3.54) that, for n=0, 1, 2,
E4 5, n(t)+
3
2
E5, n(t)= &
n+1
2 |R x
2na(xet2) f 2x dx&(n&2) &xn f &2L2
&\1+\n&72 + =e&t+ &xng&2L2&n |R x2nAfx dx
+2=e&t(2&n) |
R
x2n fg dx+I1+I2+I3+I4 , (3.55)
where
I1=e&2*$t((2::* +( 32&2*$) :
2) C0n+(2;;4 +( 32&2*$) ;
2) C1n),
I2=&2n |
R
x2n&1(g+2f )(A+a(xet2) fx) dx,
I3=|
R
x2n(g+2f ) \\|R B dx+ .1&=(e&th0+e&3t2h1)+ dx,
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I4=&
1
2:(t) |
R
x2n+1b(xet2) fx0 dx+:* (t) |
R
x2nb(xet2) fx.$0 dx
& 12e
&t2;(t) |
R
b(xet2)(x2n+11+x2n.$1) fx dx
+e&t2;4 (t) |
R
x2nb(xet2) fx.$1 dx.
Using the Young inequality, we can write
n |
R
x2nAfx dx
n
4 |R x
2na(xet2) f 2x dx+n |
R
x2na&1(xet2) A2 dx,
(3.56)
2(2&n) |
R
x2nfg dx(2&n) \8 &xnf &2L2+18 &xng&2L2+ ,
and
I1e&2*$t( 52&2*$)(C0n+C1n) M(t),
I2n \ 14 |R x2na(xet2) f 2x dx+ 14 &xnA&2L2+
+8n(1+&a&L)(&xn&1g&2L2+4 &x
n&1f &2L2). (3.57)
Likewise, writing I3=(n2) I3+(2&n2) I3 and using the Young
inequality in two different ways, we obtain
I3
n
8
(4 & f &2L2+&g&
2
L2)+
2&n
8
(4 &xn f &2L2+&x
ng&2L2)
+3n \=2e&2t &x2nh0&2L2+=2e&3t &x2nh1&2L2
+\|R B dx+
2
&x2n.1&2L2+
+3(2&n) \=2e&2t &xnh0&2L2+=2e&3t &xnh1&2L2
+\|R B dx+
2
&xn.1&2L2+ . (3.58)
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Finally, the Young inequality and the hypothesis (H2) imply
I4
1
4 |R x
2na(xet2) f 2x dx+5 &a
&1&L
__\e&2*$t &|x|+1 b&2L2 \:
2
4
&|x|n+1&+1 0&2L
+:* 2 &|x| n&+1 .$0&2L+
+e&3t2 &b&2L2 \;
2
4
(&xn+11 &2L+&x
n.$1 &2L)+;4
2 &xn.$1&2L+& .
(3.59)
Now the estimate (3.52) is a direct consequence of (3.55), (3.56), (3.57),
(3.58), (3.59), (3.48), and (3.40) with C10=9 &b&2L2 (n &x
2n.1&2L2+
(2&n) &xn.1 &2L2). This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.5. K
We now summarize our results and prove Theorem 1.2. For convenience,
we introduce the following notation, for n=0, 1, 2,
7f, n(t)=(2&n)((1&n) &F(t)&2L2+&x
nF(t)&2L2)+&x
nf (t)&2L2+&x
n fx(t)&2L2 ,
7*f, n(t)=(2&n)((1&n) &xnF(t)&2L2+&xn f (t)&2L2)+&xn fx(t)&2L2 ,
7g, n(t)=(2&n)((1&n) &G(t)&2L2+&xnG(t)&2L2)+&xng(t)&2L2 . (3.60)
We first consider the case n=0. Let
E(t)=E5, 0(t)+5E2, 0(t)+C12E2(t), (3.61)
where C12=2(15 &a&1&L+1). We remark that, due to the estimates
(3.33), (3.42), and (3.51), there exists a constant C13>1 such that, if
=0e&t0116,
C &113 (7f, 0+=e
&t7g, 0)EC13(7f, 0+=e&t7g, 0+e&2*$t(:2+;2)). (3.62)
Below, we shall also choose t0 so that
e&t02(C10+5C8)+e&t0 4C7C12 18a
. (3.63)
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Proposition 3.6. Assume that (v0 , w0) # Z 2, that =0 e&t0116, and that
t0 satisfies the condition (3.63). Then there exists a positive constant C14
(independent of t0) such that, for ==0 , for tt0 ,
7f, 0(t)+=e&t7g, 0(t)+|
t
t0
e&2*$(t&s)(7*f, 0(s)+7g, 0(s)) ds
C14(1+(t&t0)2) e&2*$(t&t0)82(=e&t0, v0 , w0), (3.64)
where *$=min(34, 14++2).
Proof. The relations (3.4), (3.18), (3.33), (3.34), (3.43), and (3.52) at
once imply, if t0 satisfies (3.63),
E4 (t)+
3
2
E(t)
&
1
8
a

& fx&2L2&& f &2L2&&F&2L2&
1
2
&g&2L2
&
5
2
&a&&1L &G&
2
L2&
C12
2
&G&2L2+4e
&t4E
+C15(t0) e&*$t - E+C16e&2*$t(M(t)+et0 282(=e&t0, v0 , w0)),
(3.65)
where C15(t0)=C17et0 4(82(=e&t0, v0 , w0))12. If we introduce the new func-
tional E*(t)=exp(2*$t&16(1&e&t4)) E(t), the differential inequality
(3.65) implies, for tt0 ,
E4 *(t)C15(t0) - E*+C16(M(t)+et0282(=e&t0, v0 , w0)). (3.66)
Remark that, as long as E*(t)(1+82(=e&t0, v0 , w0)) et0 for example, the
inequality (366) can be written as
E4 *(t)\C15(t0)+C16(M(t)+e
t0 282(=e&t0, v0 , w0))
(1+82(=e&t0, v0 , w0))12 et0 2 + - E*(t).
It follows that, for tt0 ,
E*(t)K1 \ 1(1+82(=e&t0, v0 , w0)) et0 \|
t
t0
M(s) ds+
2
+((t&t0)2+et0 2) et0 282(=e&t0, v0 , w0)+E*(t0)+ . (3.67)
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But, Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 imply
\|
t
t0
M(s) ds+
2
C18(e2t0+1)(1+(t&t0)2)(82(=e&t0, v0 , w0))2. (3.68)
Thus, we infer from (3.67) and (3.68) that
E(t)K2e&2*$(t&t0)(E(t0)+(1+(t&t0)2) 82(=e&t0, v0 , w0)). (3.69)
Integrating again the inequality (3.65) and using the estimate (3.69), we
obtain, for tt0 ,
E(t)+|
t
t0
e&2*$(t&s)(7*f, 0(s)+7g, 0(s)) ds
K3e&2*$(t&t0)(E(t0)+(1+(t&t0)2) 82(=e&t0, v0 , w0)).
Since E(t0)K4 82(=e&t0, v0 , w0), the estimate (3.64) is a direct conse-
quence of the above inequality and (3.62). This concludes the proof of
Proposition 3.6. K
In the next proposition, we prove the decay of the functions f, fx , and
g in the weighted norms.
Proposition 3.7. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 3.6, there exists a
positive constant C19 (independent of t0) such that, for ==0 , for tt0 and
for n=1, 2,
7f, n(t)+=e&t7g, n(t)+|
t
t0
e&2*$(t&s)(7*f, n(s)+7g, n(s)) ds
C19(1+(t&t0)2) e&2*$(t&t0)82(=e&t0, v0 , w0). (3.70)
Proof. If we integrate the inequality (3.43) for n=1 and apply
Gronwall’s lemma, we obtain, due to the estimates (3.64) and (3.68)
E2, 1(t)+|
t
t0
e&2*$(t&s) \&xf (s)&2L2+ 12 &a&L &xG(s)&2L2+ ds
K1(1+(t&t0)2) e&2*$(t&t0)82(=e&t0, v0 , w0). (3.71)
Likewise, integrating the inequality (3.52) for n=1 and using the estimates
(3.64), (3.68), and (3.71), we can write, for tt0 ,
E5, 1(t)+|
t
t0
e&2*$(t&s) \&xfx(s)&2L2+&xg(s)&2L2+ ds
K2(1+(t&t0)2) e&2*$(t&t0)82(=e&t0, v0 , w0). (3.72)
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Then, (3.70) for n=1 is an immediate consequence of (3.71), (3.72), and
the inequalities (3.42), (3.51). In a similar way, the estimate (3.70) for n=2
is proved by integrating the differential inequality (3.52) for n=2 and using
the estimates (3.64), (3.68), (3.70) for n=1 as well as (3.51). This concludes
the proof of Proposition 3.7. K
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Fix =0>0 and t0 satisfying the conditions of
Proposition 3.6. We recall that, according to Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2,
limt  + :(t)=:* and limt  + ;(t)=;* exist and are given by (3.5) and
(3.26), respectively. Since, by (3.2),
&v(t)&:*.0&e&t2;*.1&X2
|:(t)&:*| &.0&X 2+e&t2 |;&;*| &.1&X2+& f (t)&X2
&w(t)&:*0&e&t2;*1&Y2
|:* (t)| &.0&Y 2+|:(t)&:*| &0&Y2+&g(t)&Y2
+e&t2( |;4 (t)| &.1 &Y2+|;(t)&;*| &1&Y 2),
the estimate (1.19) is an easy consequence of (3.64), (3.70), and Lemma 3.1,
Lemma 3.2. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.2. K
Remark. Theorem 1.2 is still true in the general case where the diffusion
term a(!) satisfies the hypotheses (H1) and (H2) with +>12. The proof
follows exactly the same lines, except for an important difference: if
a+{a& , the second eigenfunction .1 of the limiting operator L is no
longer smooth, since a~ (x) .$1(x) is continuous at the origin, see (1.14). As
a consequence, we cannot split the expression (a(xet2) vx)x using the
decomposition v=:.0+;e&t2.1+ f as in (3.9), since a(xet2) .$1(x) is
discontinuous at x=0. The way out of this difficulty is to replace .1(x),
1(x) in (3.2) with smoother approximate eigenfunctions .1*(x, t), 1*(x, t)
satisfying
|
R
.1*(x, t) dx=0, |
R
x
a~ (x)
.1*(x, t) dx=1,
1*=&
x
2
.*1x&.1*+.*1t . (3.73)
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A possible choice for .1* is .1*(x, t)=(1+$2(t))&1 (.~ 1(x, t)&$1(t) .0(x)),
where
.~ 1(x, t)=
1
- 4?
- a+a&
- a+ +- a&
x
a^(xet2)
exp \& x
2
4a~ (x)+ ,
$1(t)=|
R
.~ 1(x, t) dx, 1+$2(t)=|
R
x
a~ (x)
.~ 1(x, t) dx,
and a^(!) is any smooth, positive function such that a^&a~ has compact sup-
port in R. With this choice, we have in particular
&.*1t&Y 2+&.1*&.1&Y 2+&1*&1&Y 2 =O(e&3t4),
(3.74)
&.*1x&.$1 &Y2=O(e&t4),
as t  +.
Since the projection associated with .1* is P1*v=.1*  xa~ (x)&1 v(x) dx
by (3.73), we define as before the coefficients :(t)= v(x, t) dx and ;(t)=
et2  a~ (x)&1 xv(x, t) dx. Then, proceeding as in Subsection 3.1, we obtain
for ( f, g) and (F, G) systems of the form (3.9) and (3.13), respectively,
where .1 is replaced by .1* and the functions A, B, hi , H i (i=0, 1) are
modified accordingly. Instead of (3.11), the double primitives are now
defined by F(x, t)=x& a~ ( y)
&1 F( y, t) dy, G(x, t)=x& a~ ( y)
&1 G( y, t) dy,
and satisfy a system of the form (3.15).
To prove Theorem 1.2 in the general case, one follows the same steps as
in Subsections 3.2 and 3.3. Since .1* and 1* are only approximate eigen-
functions and are, in addition, time-dependent, the proofs are longer and
rely on the approximation properties (3.74). Lemma 3.2 still holds,
provided the limit ;* in (3.26) is replaced with
;*=I1(0)+=I4 1(0)&(I0(0)+=I4 0(0))
q+1 - a+ +q&1 - a&
- a+ +- a&
,
where now I1({)= p1(!) u(!, {) d! with p1(!)=!0 a( y)
&1 dy=!a~ (!)&1&
q1(!) and q\1 =lim!  \ q1(!). The definitions of the functionals in Sub-
section 3.3 are unchanged, with the exception of E0 where the term
&Fx(t)&2L2 is replaced by R a~ (xet2) F2x(x, t) dx. With this change, all the
claims in Subsection 3.3 remain true, if t0 is chosen large enough.
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APPENDIX A: SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF THE LIMITING
OPERATOR
In this section, we study the spectral properties of the differential
operator L defined by (1.13) in the function space Y l=L2(R, (1+x2)l dx).
Although they are not explicitly used in the proofs of Theorems 1.1 or 1.2,
the results here are important since they explain the form of the asymptotic
expansions (1.15). We begin with the easy case where the diffusion coef-
ficient a is constant (and equal to one).
Proposition A.1. Let l # N and let L: D(L)  Y l be the differential
operator defined by D(L)=[v # Y l | v" # Y l, xv$ # Y l] and Lv=v"+
(x2) v$+ 12 v for v # D(L). Then the spectrum of L is
_(L)={&n2 } n # N=_ {z # C } Re(z)
1
4
&
l
2= . (A.1)
For all n # N, nl&1, the eigenvalue *n=&n2 is simple, and the corre-
sponding spectral projection is given by P0n(v)=( p
0
n , v) .
0
n , where .
0
n is the
Hermite function
.0n(x)=
1
- 4?
(&1)n
d n
dxn
e&x24, (A.2)
and p0n is the Hermite polynomial
p0n(x)=
2n
n!
ex24(&1)n
d n
dxn
e&x24. (A.3)
Proof. Using the Fourier transform v^(k)= v(x) e&ikx dx, it is equiv-
alent to consider the operator L : D(L )  H l(R) (where H l is the usual
Sobolev space of order l ) defined by
D(L )=[w # H l | k2w # H l, kw$ # H l], L w=&k2w& 12kw$.
Given * # C, any solution of the eigenvalue equation L =* is of the form
c+ +* +c&
&
* , where 
+
* (k)=|k|
&2* e&k2, &* (k)=sign(k) |k|
&2* e&k2. If
Re(*)<14&l2, then \* # D(L ), hence * is a double eigenvalue of L . If
Re(*)14&l2, then +* # D(L ) if and only if *=&n2 with n even, and
&* # D(L ) if and only if *=&n2 with n odd; in both cases, *n=&n2 is
a simple eigenvalue with eigenfunction n(k)=(&ik)n e&k
2
. This shows
that the discrete spectrum of L is the set [&n2 | n # N] _ [z # C | Re(z)<
14&l2].
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On the other hand, let * # C satisfying Re(*)>14&l2, &2*  N, and
let g # H l. We decompose g as
g(k)= gl (k)+ :
l&1
n=0
Qn(g) n(k),
where Qn : H l  C is the continuous linear form
Qn(g)=
i n
n !
d n
dkn
(ek2g(k)) |k=0 .
Note that the coefficients Qn(g) are chosen so that g l (0)= g$l (0)= } } } =
g (l&1)l (0)=0. Therefore, it is straightforward to verify that the function f
defined by
f (k)=
2
|k|2*
e&k2 |
k
0
| p|2* p&1e&p2gl ( p) dp+ :
l&1
n=0
Qn(g)
*+n2
n(k), k # R,
satisfies the resolvent equation (*&L ) f =g, and that & f &H lC(*) &g&H l
for some C(*)>0. This proves that the spectrum of L is exactly the set
(A.1) and that the linear mapping w [ Qn(w) n is the spectral projection
corresponding to the eigenvalue *n=&n2. Returning to the original
variables, we note that the inverse Fourier transform of n is the Hermite
function (A.2), and that Qn(v^)=( p0n , v) for all v # Y
l, where p0n is the
Hermite polynomial (A.3). This concludes the proof of Proposition A.1. K
We now extend this result to the differential operator L : D(L )  Y l
defined by
D(L )=[v # Y l | (a~ v$)$ # Y l, xv$ # Y l], L v=(a~ v$)$+
x
2
v$+
1
2
v, (A.4)
where a~ (x) is the piecewise constant function (1.3). Note that D(L ){
D(L) if a+{a& , since any v # D(L ) has to satisfy the matching condition
a+ v$(0+)=a& v$(0&).
Proposition A.2. Let l # N, and let L be the differential operator (A.4).
Then the spectrum of L is the set (A.1). For all n # N, nl&1, the eigen-
value *n=&n2 is simple, with eigenfunction
.n(x)=
2
- a+ +- a&
.0n \ x- a~ (x)+ (n even),
(A.5)
.n(x)=
2 - a+a&
- a+ +- a&
1
- a~ (x)
.0n \ x- a~ (x)+ (n odd ).
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The corresponding spectral projection is Pn(v)=( pn , v) .n , where
pn(x)= p0n \ x- a~ (x)+ (n even),
pn(x)=
1
- a~ (x)
p0n \ x- a~ (x)+ (n odd ).
Proof. Throughout the proof, we write a(x) instead of a~ (x) for sim-
plicity. Using the change of variables w(x)=v(x - a(x)), we note that
(L v)(x - a(x))=(4w)(x), where 4: D(4)  Y l is defined by
D(4)=[w # Y l | (- a w$)$ # Y l, xw$ # Y l],
4w=
1
- a
(- a w$)$+
x
2
w$+
1
2
w.
To study the spectral properties of 4, we decompose Y l as Y l+Y l& ,
where Y l+ , Y
l
& are respectively the even and odd subspaces of Y
l. If
w # D(4), the odd part w& of w satisfies w"& # Y l, whereas the matching
condition - a& w$(0&)=- a+ w$(0+) implies that the even part w+ of w
satisfies w$+(0&)=&w$+(0+)=Aw$&(0), where A=(- a+ &- a& )
(- a+ +- a& ). Therefore, any w # D(4) can be written in a unique way as
w=w&+w~ ++Aw$&(0) e&|x|, with w& # Y l& & D(L), w~ + # Y
l
+ & D(L).
Moreover, since 4 coincides with L outside the origin, the action of 4 on
w is given by
4w=Lw&+Lw~ ++Aw$&(0) e&|x|(3&|x| )2.
As a consequence, if * # C and f =f&+ f+ # Y l, the resolvent equation
(*&4) w= f is equivalent to the system
(*&L) w&= f& , (*&L) w~ += f++Aw$&(0) e&|x|(3&|x|&2*)2.
Obviously, this system has a unique solution (w& , w~ +) for all f # Y l if and
only if the equation (*&L) v= g has a unique solution v for all g # Y l.
This proves that the spectrum of 4 (hence of L ) coincides with _(L).
Now, since L.0n=*n.
0
n , it is straightforward to verify that L .n=*n.n if
.n is defined by (A.5). Similarly, one verifies that L *pn=*n pn , where L *
is the adjoint of L , and that ( pn , .n)=1. This concludes the proof of
Proposition A.2. K
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